Western Books on China published up to 1850 on microfiche
A collection of 654 books on microfiche based on the impressive bibliography by John Lust of all early western books on China to be found in the library of the SOAS

As John Lust says in his introduction to his book *Western Books on China published up to 1850* ..., the material in this collection is becoming harder to find the further the period in which it was produced recedes from us. This literature covers the first great period of Western contact with China, and ranges from accounts by medieval travellers and delegations to the first stages of the European attempts to bring China into the world market and to gain, if necessary by force, a foothold in the south and ultimately in the capital.

The material contains, in the first place, an abundance of observations and hearsay, running the gamut from the valuable and the credible to sheer fantasy and invention. The enthusiastic exaggerations of foreign visitors often have to be tempered by comparison with sober reports in Chinese sources, such as local gazetteers and memoirs.

Secondly, there is material testifying to the formidable difficulties encountered by Westerners attempting to impose on Chinese matters their own familiar historical, linguistic, religious, and other categories, which themselves were undergoing transformations in this period.

Thirdly, there is the material arising from the activities of Westerners in direct contact with China, the embassies, and so on, and by the unofficial intermediaries between China and the West, the traders and missionaries. This group has much in common with the second one, because a great deal of the interpretation of China is even more important as an interpretation of the Western scene itself. A striking general example of this kind of case is the remarkable shift in attitude to China that occurred in the 1830s and 1840s.

In many items in this collection, one can observe the notions of benevolent and philosophical despotism and the illusory idylls of eighteenth century Chinoiserie being replaced by contempt for things Chinese and by strident attitudes of superiority in military, ethical, political, and other respects.

The printed bibliography

This microfiche collection has been based on: John Lust, *Western Books on China published up to 1850*, in the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. A descriptive catalogue, with author, title and supplementary subject indexes. 352 pp., 17 ill., 230 x 160 mm. Clothbound ISBN 1 870076 02 8

Bamboo Publishing Ltd., 1987
719 Fulham Road, London
England SW6 5UL

The printed bibliography comes free with the complete microfiche collection.

The JL numbers in the title descriptions in the catalogue refer to this bibliography.
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### The collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of titles</th>
<th>Number of fiches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Encyclopaedic works</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collective compilations</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Miscellaneous writings, Notebooks</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bibliography, Libraries</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chinese Studies, Polemics</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Geography</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Travels</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>1,234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. History, General works, Historiography</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. International relations</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Economic affairs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. International trade</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Chinese society</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Confucian classics, Philosophy</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Education</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Religions of China</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Language</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Literature</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Arts, Architecture</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Sciences</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Handicraft industries</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Hongkong</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Chinese inspired works, Pastiches</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scope**

654 titles

**Size**

Designated by the last figure of the IDC order number in the catalogue (e.g. LHT-898/1)

The following figures are used:

/1 for 105 x 148 mm fiche

/2 for 90 x 120 mm fiche

**Reduction ratio**

Varies according to the size of the original

**Internal finding aids**

Eye-legible headers with title on each fiche

**External finding aids**

The printed bibliography *Western Books on China published up to 1850*, by John Lust

* The titles marked with an asterisk (*) are parts of larger works in this collection, therefore they are not integrated in the collection price.
Illustration from:
Hsu, Kuang-ch'i. Dissertation on the silk-manufacture, and the cultivation of the mulberry; ... Shanghai, 1849.
Western Books on China published up to 1850

1. Encyclopaedic works

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-501/1

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-503/1

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-504/1

Davis, J.F. La Chine, ou description générale ... Paris, 1837. 2 vols. [JL7]
10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-505/1

11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-506/1

16 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 110-125

Du Halde, J.B. Description géographique, historique, ... de l'Empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie Chinoise. Paris, 1735. 4 vols. [JL12]
75 microfiche
Order no. LHT-509/1

Du Halde, J.B. A description of the Empire of China and Chinese-Tartary, together with the Kingdoms of Korea and Tibet: ... London, 1735-1741. 2 vols, maps, index. [JL15]
36 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1206/1

24 microfiche
Order no. LHT-510/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-511/1

* Escalante, B. de. An account of the empire of China ... (Osborne, T. A collection of voyages and travels, ... London, 1745. V.2). [JL18]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-676/1 mf. 15-16

10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-672/1 mf. 1-10

10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-515/1

Goes, D. de. Chronica do Serenissimo Senhor Rei D. Manoel ... Lisboa, 1749. 609 pp. [JL22]
11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-516/1

Gonzalez de Mendoza, J. Del' Historia della China ... Roma, 1586. [16], 379, [32] pp. [JL23]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-517/1

8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-518/1

Gonzalez de Mendoza, J. Historia delas cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres, Del gran Reyno dela China, ... Roma, 1585. [30], 440 pp. [JL26]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-519/1

Gonzalez de Mendoza, J. Nova et succincta, vera tamen historia de ... China; ... Francofurdi ad Maenum, [1589]. 283 pp. [JL27]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-520/1

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-521/1
47 microfiche
Order no. LA-309/2

Grosier, J.B.G.A. Description générale de la Chine... Paris, 1787. 2 vols. [JL.30]
15 microfiche
Order no. LHT-521/1

13 microfiche
Order no. LHT-522/1

Gutzlaff, K. China opened;... London, 1838. 2 vols. [JL.32]
13 microfiche
Order no. LHT-523/1

11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-524/1

Iakinth, A. Statisticheskoe opisanie Kitaiskoi Imperii. Spb., 1842. 2 vols. [JL.34]
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-525/1

* Idée générale de la Chine. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V51 [JL.35]
2 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2

Kidd, S. China, or, illustrations of the symbols, philosophy, ... education, and literature of the Chinese. London, 1841. xii, 403 pp. [JL.36]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-527/1

Kircher, A. China Monumentis... Amsterdam, [1667]. 14, 237, [11] pp., index. [JL.37]
6 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2

Kircher, A. La Chine,... Amsterdam, [1670]. 14, 367, [12] pp., table. [JL.38]
9 microfiche
Order no. LHT-528/1

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-529/1

Kircher, A. La description de la Chine sous le règne de la dynastie Mongole. Paris, 1833. 52 pp. [JL.40]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-531/1

Langdon, W.B. A descriptive catalogue of the Chinese Collection, now exhibiting at St. George's Place, Hyde Park Corner, London,... London, 1842. x, 150 pp. [JL.41]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-532/1

Langdon, W.B. An Epitome of the genius, ... Celestial Empire... London, 1842. xxv, 273 pp. [JL.43]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-533/1

Lay, G.T. The Chinese as they are: their moral, social, and literary character; a new analysis of the language;... London, 1841. 342 pp. [JL.48]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-76/1

6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-534/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-673/1 mf. 35-36

Le Comte, L.D. Memoirs and Remarks... Made in above Ten Years Travels through the Empire of China:... London, 1737. [8], 536 pp. [JL.52]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-536/1

Letters to members of French court circles dealing with his travels in China, observations on Chinese civilization. V2 consists largely of discussions on Chinese popular religion and missionary activities. A manuscript note states that the work was condemned by the Parlement to be burned for blasphemy in 1762. 11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-537/1

59 The book contains also: An aridgement [sic] of the Life and Death of F. Gabriel Magalhães. 4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-539/1

Magalhães, G. de. Nouvelle relation de la Chine,... Paris, 1688. [26], 385 pp. [JL.57]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-538/1

Malpière, D.B. de. La Chine, moeurs, usages, costumes,... Paris, 1825-1827. 2 vols. [JL.60]
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-540/1

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-541/1

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-542/1

14 microfiche
Order no. LHT-543/1

* P.B.D. Description abrégée de l'Empire de la Chine,... (Herbelot de Molainville, B. d'. Bibliothèque Orientale... Maestricht, 1776-1780. Supplément). [JL.64]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-567/1 mt. 33

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-545/1

Pauthier, P.G. L'Univers, ou histoire et description de tous les peuples,... N.p., n.d. 64 pp. [JL.66]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-546/1

Pennant, T. The view of India extra Ganges, China; and, Japan. London, 1800. xi, 284 pp., index. [JL.67]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-547/1

* Purchas, S. A discourse of the Kingdom of China... (Purchas, S. His Pilgrimes. London, 1625-1626. V3). [JL.68]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mf. 46-47

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-549/1

15 microfiche
Order no. LHT-550/1

6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-551/1

6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-552/1

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-553/1

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-554/1
2. Collective compilations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location and Date</th>
<th>Volumes and Pages</th>
<th>Order No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abhandlungen Sinesischer Jesuiten</strong>, Leipzig, 1778. V1. [JL.81]</td>
<td>9 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-559/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Canton Miscellany</strong>, N.p., 1831. Nos. 1-3 bound in 1 volume. [JL.82]</td>
<td>3 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-560/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlieri, I. Notizie varie dell' Imperio della China</strong>, Firenze, 1697. [JL.83]</td>
<td>3 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-561/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Chinese Repository</strong>, Canton, 1832-1851. 20 vols. [JL.85]</td>
<td>142 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-563/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edifying and Curious letters of some Missionaries, of the Society of Jesus, from Foreign Missions</strong>, N.p., 1707. [JL.87]</td>
<td>3 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-565/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Evangelist; and Miscellanea Sinica</strong>, Canton, 1823. 3 pts. [JL.88]</td>
<td>Missing: Pt. 1. 1 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-566/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Herbelot de Molainville, B. d'., Bibliothèque Orientale, ou dictionnaire universel</strong>, [JL.89]</td>
<td>36 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-567/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Indo-Chinese Gleaner</strong>, Malacca, 1818-1822. 3 vols. [JL.90]</td>
<td>11 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-568/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Klaproth, J.H. Mémoires relatifs à l'Asie</strong>, Paris, 1824-1828. 3 vols. [JL.91]</td>
<td>17 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-569/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leibniz, G.W. Novissima Sinica historiam nostri temporis illustrata</strong>, Ed. 2. N.p., 1699. [JL.92]</td>
<td>3 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-570/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, écrites des missions étrangères par quelques missionnaires de la Compagnie de Jesus</strong>, Paris, 1780-1783. 26 vols. [JL.93]</td>
<td>146 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-572/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Medhurst, W.H. The Chinese Miscellany; Shanghai, 1845-1850. 4 vols. [JL.95]</td>
<td>10 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-575/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mémoires concernant l'Histoire, les Sciences, les Arts, les Moeurs, les Usages, etc. des Chinois</strong>, Paris, 1776-1783. V1-9. [JL.96]</td>
<td>Collection of monographs and notes on a wide range of subjects. By Peking missionaries and by two converts who studied sciences, particularly textile technology and chemistry in France for a year, then returned to China. 101 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-577/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Müller, A. Opuscula Nonnula Orientalia, Francofurti ad Oderam, 1695. [JL.97]</td>
<td>7 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-578/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rémusat, J.P.A. Mélanges posthumes d'histoire et de littérature orientales</strong>, Paris, 1843. [2], iv, 467, [2] pp. [JL.101]</td>
<td>Posthumous studies: items on the role of the literati, the advantages of a consulate in Canton, Buddhist cosmography, etc. 5 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-580/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staunton, G.T. Miscellaneous notices relating to China</strong>, London, 1822-1828. 2 vols. [JL.104, 105]</td>
<td>9 microfiche</td>
<td>LHT-583/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Miscellaneous writings, Notebooks

Andrade, J.J. de. Cartas escriptas da India e da China nos annos de 1815 a 1835 ... Lisboa, 1843. 2 vols. [JL.109] Intellectual correspondence, with his wife, much of it on Chinese matters. Illustrations include portraits of Saqua and Cha-Amui, presumably compradores. 6 microfiche. Order no. LHT-582/1

Davis, J.F. Preliminary address delivered at the inaugural meeting of The Asiatic Society of China, ... 1847. Hongkong, 1847. 16 pp. [JL.110] 1 microfiche. Order no. LHT-583/1


La Loubère, S. de. Description du Royaume de Siam, ... Amsterdam, 1700. 2 vols. [JL.113] Vol. 2 has notes on Chinese chess, the abacus, government, and by Cassini, remarks on Chinese chronology. Collected by La Loubère from written and oral sources. 10 microfiche. Order no. LHT-586/1

La Loubère, S. de. A new Historical Relation of the Kingdom of Siam. London, 1693. 2 vols. [JL.114] Envoy Extraordinary from the French King, to the King of Siam, in the years 1687 and 1688. Wherein a full and curious Account is given of the Chinese Way of Arithmetick, and Mathematick Learning. 4 microfiche. Order no. LSE-20,145/1


Leonardo y Argensola, B.J. Conquista de las Islas Malucas al Rey Felipe III. Madrid, 1699. [JL.118] 5 microfiche. Order no. LSEP-19/1

Leonardo y Argensola, B.J. Histoire de la conquête des Isles Moluques ... Amsterdam, 1706. VI. [JL.117] History of the conquest of the Moluccas by the Spanish, Portuguese, etc. Vol. 1, 323-335 deals with China. Vol. 2, 292-300 are letters on British and Spanish relations with China. Scattered references to Chinese in the islands. 5 microfiche. Order no. LHT-588/1


Ljungstedt, A. An historical sketch of the Portuguese settlements in China; ... Boston, 1836. XV, 323, xvii pp. [JL.121] 4 microfiche. Order no. LHT-592/1


Mairan, J.J.D. de. Lettres ... au R.P. Parrenin, Missionnaire de la Compagnie de Jesus, à Pékin. Paris, 1759. IX, [3], 224 pp. [JL.123] Letters to the Jesuit Parrenin in Peking, discussing the belief that the Chinese were an Egyptian colony, architecture, law etc. 3 microfiche. Order no. LHT-594/1

Meadows, T.T. Desultory notes on the government and people of China, and on the Chinese language; ... London, 1847. XVI, 250 pp. [JL.124] Meadows studied Chinese at Munich, was secretary in the Canton consulate in 1843. Early experiences in handling everyday Chinese affairs and the language. 4 microfiche. Order no. LHT-595/1

Morrison, R. Chinese miscellany; ... original extracts from Chinese authors, in the native character; with translations and philological remarks. London, 1825. 52 pp., 12 pls. [JL.125] Collection of notes. Neo-Confucianism as "atheistical" and repulsive. The Chinese characters here were printed for the first time by lithography, M. looked forward to using moveable types. Contemporary teaching of Chinese in Europe. 2 microfiche. Order no. LHT-596/1

Morrison, R. A view of China for philological purposes; ... Macao, 1817. VI, 141 pp. [JL.126] 2 microfiche. Order no. LHT-597/1

Illustration from:
A Pagoda, or Temple, for religious Worship.
4. Bibliography, Libraries

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-601/1

Chinese and Manchu books and manuscripts in the Royal library, Berlin. Together with a work on Uighur language and literature.
5 microfiches
Order no. LHT-602/1

5. Chinese studies, Polemics

Congratulatory reviews (actually by himself) of the works of a remarkable eccentric, Fortia d’Urban, disguised as a discourse on the emperor Ch’ien-lung, together with other items.
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-605/1

Academic squib, featuring an attack on the Chinese pretensions of an Englishman Stephen Weston, author of a number of rather dilettante works. Attack on the scholarship of Langlès.
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-606/1

Montuucchi, A. Letters to the editor of The Universal Magazine, on Chinese literature; ... London, 1804. 26 pp. [JL.137]
Montuucchi here uses his alter ego, Sinologus Berolinensis, as an intermediary. Scathing criticism of the Chinese works of Hager.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-607/1

Academic wrangle over translations. Pauther and Julien accused each other of lacking any grammatical sense.
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-608/1

[Rémusat, J.P.A.]. Lettre écrite de Lintz par un Orientaliste Allemand, au sujet d'un Orientaliste Français ... Strasbourg, [1814]. 43 pp. [JL.139]
Letter written from Lintz by a German Orientalist on the subject of a Frenchman, celebrated for his translations, editions, etc. Actually, a furious attack by Rémusat on the Oriental studies of Langlès, alleging that his blunders were covered by a parade of exotic scripts.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-609/1

Rémusat, J.P.A. Lettre sur l'état et les progrès de la littérature Chinoise. 16 pp. [JL.140]
Letter on Chinese studies in Europe.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-610/1

Rémusat, J.P.A. Programme du cours de langue et de littérature chinoises et de Tartare Mandchou, précédé du discours prononcé à la première séance de ce cours ... le 16 Janvier 1815. Paris, 1815. 32 pp. [JL.141]
Programme of the course on Chinese and Manchu languages and literature, preceded by the text of the opening lecture. Rémusat was of the opinion that the non-missionaries only Deslauriers and Duguèges could read and understand Chinese authors. Müller, Hyde and even Bayer were not in the same street.
1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-830/2

* Parenin, D. Lettre ... à M. Dortois de Mairan de l'Académie Royale des Sciences. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.22). [JL.129]
Miscellany of intellectual gossip about Chinese history, customs, Sino-Egyptian parallels, etc. Letters dated 1735 and 1740.
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 117, 119
6. Geography


Eulogy of the town of Mukden and of its environs, a poem written by Ch'ien-lung, emperor of China and of Tartarie, now on the throne. With notes on the geography and natural history of Eastern Tartary.

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-634/1

Anville, J.B.B. d'. Mémoire ... sur la Chine. Pe-Kin, 1776. 47 pp. [JL.154]

Defence of the data from Jesuits, etc. on which d'Anville's maps were based, specifically of the general map of China, and which were inserted in Du Halde's work, against a strong attack by an unnamed editor.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-616/1

Anville, J.B.B. d'. Nouvel atlas de la Chine. La Haye, 1737. [4], 12, [4] pp., 64 pls. [JL.155]

Instructions for sailing the Eastern Seas and the Orientales et de la Chine,... Paris, 1775.

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-617/1

Après de Manneville, J.B.N.D. d'. Instructions sur la navigation des Indes Orientales et de la Chine, ... Paris, 1775. [4], lviii, 574, [14], xv, [1] pp. [JL.161]

Instructions for sailing the Eastern Seas and the approaches to China, for use with his Neptune Orbital.

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-620/1


3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-669/1 mt. 6-8

Bergeron, P. Traité des Tartares, de leurs origines ... (Bergeron, P. Voyages faits principalement en Asie ... La Haye, 1735, V.1). [JL.169]

Treatise on the Tartars, their origins, countries, peoples, etc.

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-670/1 mt. 3-4

Berncastle, J. A voyage to China; ... London, 1850. 2 vols. [JL.210]

Berncastle visited Hong Kong, Canton and Macao.

8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-647/1

Biot, E.C. Dictionnaire des noms anciens et modernes des villes et arrondissements ... dans l'Empire Chinois ... Paris, 1842. [4], xvi, 314 pp. [JL.143]

Dictionary of ancient and modern names of towns and districts of China, giving latitude and longitude, on a historical basis. Map by Klaproth.

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-611/1


Views in the Hong Kong, Macao and Canton views. The feeling of superiority to the Chinese, so characteristic of accounts from the 1840s, is absent here. The artist observes with a fresh eye.

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-649/1

Bridgman, E.C. Description of the City of Canton: ... Canton, 1834. vii, 108 pp. [JL.212]

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-649/1

Brosset, M.F. Relation du Pays de Ta Ouan, ... Paris, 1829, 34 pp. [JL.192]

Translation of chinian 123 of the Shih-chi of Ssu-ma Ch'ien, dealing with the ancient history of the Western Regions. Ta Ouan should be Ta Yüan.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-660/1

Burford, R. Description of a view of Canton, the River Tigress; ... London, 1838. 16 pp. [JL.214]

Taken from a view made by a Cantonese painter. Burford was of a line of panorama exhibitors, a popular entertainment which appears to have been inspired by landscape painting of the late 18th century.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-650/1

Burford, R. Description of a view of Macao in China, ... London, 1840. 12 pp. [JL.215]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-651/1

Burford, R. Description of a view of the Island and Bay of Hong Kong; ... London, 1844. 12 pp. [JL.216]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-652/1


2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-672/1 mt. 11-12

* Cibot, R.M. Notices du Royaume de Ha-mi. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois, Paris, 1776-1783, V.5). [JL.195]

Note on the kingdom of Hami, its history and products.

1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mt. 60

Cossigny, J.F.C. Voyage à Canton; ... Paris, 1796. viii, 607 pp. [JL.217]

Voyage to Canton, capital of the province of the same name, followed by observations on the travels of Macartney and Van-Braam, and a sketch of the arts of the Indians and Chinese.

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-653/1

Coxe, W. Account of the Russian discoveries between Asia and America, to which are added the conquest of Siberia, ... Ed.3. London, 1878. [2], xxviii, 454 [2] pp. [JL.170]

10 microfiche
Order no. LN-177/2

Dalrymple, A. Memoir concerning the passages to and from China. London, 1782-1791. 28 pts. [JL.164]

19 microfiche
Order no. LHT-623/1


15 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mt. 100


Description of north-east China (Manchuria, Mongolia), based on observations of Jesuits.

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mt. 100


3 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mt. 103-105

* Desideri, I. Lettre ... au Père Ildebrand Grassi ... (Martin, L.A. Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1838-1843. V.3).

[JL.195]

Observations of Tibet. Written in Lhasa.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-572/1 mt. 24


Fan-qui = foreign devils. Work noteworthy for its close observation, very revealing for British attitudes towards China at the time.

Missing: V.1, 3.

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-654/1

Elliot, R. Views in India, China, and on the shores of the Red Sea; ... London, 1835. 2 vols. [JL.219]

Numerous engravings, a few of which are of scenes in the Canton area and Macao.

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-655/1

* Excerptum ex literis à R.P. Johanne Francisco Gerbillonio 2. & 3. Septemb. ex urbe Nibchou ... (Leibnitz, G.W. Novissima Sinica ... 1699). [JL.183]

Extract from a letter of Gerbillon on his stay at the frontier during the negotiations for the Sino-Russian Treaty of Nerchinsk.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-570/1 mt. 3
[Forgues, P.E.D.], La Chine ouverte ... Paris, 1845, vi, 394 pp. [JL.220]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-656/1

* Gaubil, A. Mémoire sur le Thibet & sur la Royaume des Eleuthes, ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.24). [JL.197]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 129

Gens, G.F. Nachrichten über Chiwa, Buchara, Chokand, ... St. Petersburg, 1839. [4], vi, 122, [7] pp. [JL.172]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-627/1

* Geographical and historical observations upon the map of Thibet, ... (Du Halde, J.B. The general history of China. London, 1741. V.4). [JL.205]
5 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 111-115

Ghirardini, G. Relation du voyage fait à la Chine ... 1698. [Cologne], 1700. [2], 81 pp. [JL.221]
Account of a voyage to Canton with the Pere Bovet by an Italien artist.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-657/1

Gilbert, T. Voyage from New South Wales to Canton, in the year 1788, ... London, 1789. [2], x, 85 pp. [JL.165]
The Charlotte had been hired by the East India Company to take convicts and marines to New South Wales, then to proceed to Canton to take on a cargo of tea and china-ware for England. Consists largely of technical observations made during the trip.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-624/1

Giorgi, A.A. Alphabetum Tibetanum Missionum Apostolorum commodo editum. Ed. 2. Romae, 1762. xcvii, 820 pp. [JL.198]
10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-641/1

Horsburgh, J. Memoirs: comprising the navigation to and from China, by the China Sea, ... London, 1805. [8], 77 pp. [JL.166]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-625/1

[Huddart, J.], The Oriental Navigator; or directions for sailing to and from the East Indies, China, New Holland ... Ed. 2. London, 1801. xi, [2], 655, 111 pp. [JL.167]
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-626/1

Iakinth, A. Denkwürdigkeiten über die Mongolei. Berlin, 1832. xiv, 426 pp., map. [JL.184]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-635/1

Iakinth, A. Description du Tabet, ... Paris, 1831. [4], 280 pp., 2 maps. [JL.199]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-642/1

Iakinth, A. Istoriya Tibet i Khukhonora ... Spb., 1833. 2 vols. [JL.200]
History of Tibet and the Koko nor region from B.C. 2282 to A.D. 1227.
Massing: V.1.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-643/1

Iakinth, A. Opisanie Pekina, s priruzhenniem plana sei stolitsii, snyatyago v 1817 godu. Spb., 1829. [2], xvi, 130 pp. [JL.185]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-636/1

Iakinth, A. Opisanie Tibetia v nuineshnem ego sostoyanii. Spb., 1828. 2 vols. in 4 pts. [JL.186]
Description of his route up north of Mongolia under of China then under Manchu rule. History of Mongolia and the Mongol regimes in China. Translation of regulations concerning Mongols.
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-637/1

* Jaquemin, C. Lettre ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.18). [JL.222]
Letter from the island of Ch'ung-ming, dated 1712, containing a description of life in the area, including a note on credit societies.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 94-95

* Lauriarei, G. Extrait d'une lettre ... écrite de Fokien, le 26 Juillet 1714, ... (Martin, L.A. Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1838-1843. V.3). [JL.223]
Local observation in Fukien province.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-572/1 mf. 21

Description of Peking. De l'Ile' had been in correspondence with Jesuits in China for years. Town plan, originally engraved for an article to be placed in Lettres édifiantes V.29. Cordier states that De l'Ile' based himself on information sent by Gaubil in 1752, or that he got a copy of Gaulier's manuscript that had been sent to the Academy at St. Petersburg.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-638/1

Mailla, J.A.M. de Moyriac de. Lettre ... (Martin, L.A. Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.18).
The letter dated Kiukiang 1715, contains information on Taiwan.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 97-98

* Martini, M. Description géographique de l'Empire de la Chine. (Thévenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux ... Paris, 1696. V.2). [JL.148]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-682/1 mf. 17-21

Martini, P. Description de la Chine; ... Paris, 1672. [2], 216, 12 pp. [JL.149]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-613/1

Medhurst, W.H. General description of Shangae and its environs, ... Shangae, 1850. [2], 168 pp. [JL.225]
Compiled from gazetteers, as well as from current observation. Chinese characters given for placenames, etc. Much detail on for example, the local textile industry.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-659/1

[Morrison, R.], Notices concerning China, and the Port of Canton. Malacca, 1823. xiv, 97 pp. [JL.226]
Somewhat disillusioned view of the Chinese. Arrogant, their "atheistical boasting philosophy" made them astute traders, politicians, etc. Deals also with the conflict of Chinese and British law over homicide. Guide to Canton and import regulations.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-660/1

Mueller, A. De Sinarum Magnaquee Tartariae Rebus Commentatio Alphabetica, ... N.p., n.d. 71 pp. [JL.173]
Dictionary of topics concerning China and Tartary, consisting of excerpts from Marco Polo, etc.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-628/1

Mueller, G.F. Voyages et Découvertes faites par les Russes ... Amsterdam, 1766. 2 vols. [JL.174]
Russian exploration along the sea bordering Siberia, the Amur valley, etc., and the history of the regions after the Russian conquest of Siberia.
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-629/1

Mueller, G.F. and P.S. Pallas. Conquest of Siberia; ... London, 1842. [4], iv, [1], 153 pp. [JL.175]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-630/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 111
Rhodes, A. de. Divers voyages ... en la Chine, ... Paris, 1703. 3 pts. [JL.228]
Travels and missions. Rhodes, a convert to Roman Catholicism and a remarkably energetic man, was the father of the romanization of Vietnamese. He was only in Macao and Canton, in the 1620s and 1630s-1640s.
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-662/1

Six views of Singapore and Macao.
London, 1840. 6 pls. [JL.230]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-663/1

Notes on the state of knowledge on north Asia. Written in the early 18th century. One of a series on states, issued c. 1730.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-632/1

[Supercargo, J.R.]. Diary of a journey overland ... from Manchiao ... to Canton, in the years 1819 and 1820. London, 1822. [4], 116 pp. [JL.227]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-661/1

* Verbiest, F. Voyages ... à la suite de l'Empereur de la Chine dans la Tartarie Orientale. (Du Halde, J.B. Description géographique, ... Paris. 1735. V4). [JL.190]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-509/1 mf. 62

2 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 100-101

[Verbiest, F.]. Voyages de l'Empereur de la Chine dans la Tartarie, ... Paris, 1685. [9], 110 pp. [JL.189]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-639/1

* Velarde, P.M. Geographia historica. Tomo v. De Persia, del Mogol, ... Madrid, 1752. [4], 260 pp. [JL.151]
Historical geography of Asia, including China and Grand Tartary.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-614/1

Names and foreign words in roman type.
Account of the Capucin mission established in Tibet under the aegis of the Pope. Preceded by an account of Tibetan religion and life.
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-645/1
7. Travels

Abdalla of Beyza.
See: Weston, S.

* An account of the Journey of the Peres Bourses, Fontenay, Gerbillon, Le Comte, and Vedelou, from the Port of Ning Po to Peking. (Du Halde, J.B. The general history of China. London, 1741. V.1). [JL.360]
Boures is a mistake for Bouvet.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-510/1 mf. 1-2

It includes copies of Chinese drawings from Stauton's collection, by Captain Stoddart, and others. Largely dealing with Peking, Nanking, the south-east south.
11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-708/1

Rich in bibliographic detail and critical comments on items used. Maps based on d'Anville, with revisions.
97 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2

Avril, P. Travels into... Europe and Asia, ... London, 1693. [10], 191, 178, [2] pp. [JL.311]
Since Avril's book was to be a guide for missionaries getting to China by overland routes, it is particularly strong on the Russian side, and the fringe regions of north and northwest China. Somewhat muddled but interesting on Jesuit outlooks, and on advances in Asian geography.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-696/1

Barrow, J. Travels in China, ... London, 1804. ix, [3], 632 pp. [JL.365]
8 microfiche
Order no. LH6-6139/1

Beniowski, M.A. Voyages et mémoires ... Paris, [1791]. 2 vols. [JL.317]
Travels and memoirs, containing his military operations in Poland, his exile in Kamchatka, his escape and voyage across the Indian Ocean to Japan, Taiwan and Canton in China.
11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-698/1

Contents: Rubruquis, Voyage de Fr. Guillaume de Rubruquis in Tartarie. De Plan Carpin, Relation du voyage de Jean de Plan Carpin. Traité des Tartares. The Traite was an after-thought, and is separately paginated.
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-669/1

Bergeron, P. Voyages faits principalement en Asie ... La Haye, 1735. 2 vols. [JL.244]
14 microfiche
Order no. LHT-670/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 80

* Bouvet, J. Voyage ... de Peking à Canton ... en 1693. (Prévost d'Exilés, A.F. Histoire générale des voyages ... Paris, 1749-1761. V20). [JL.319]
Journey of the French Jesuit from Peking to Canton as envoy to Europe. in 1693.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 106

Missing: V3.
51 microfiche
Order no. LHT-672/1

Cochrane, J.D. Narrative of a pedestrian journey through Russia ... from the frontiers of China ... London, 1824. xvi, [2], 564 pp. [JL.367]
Contains observations on the frontier trade between the Russians and the Chinese.
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-709/1

Dobel, P. Sept années en Chine, ... Paris, 1838. [2], x, 358 pp. [JL.368]
Irishman, educated in the U.S.A. First in the army, then sea-faring. 1817 in Russian service, three trips to China where he lived for seven years, made Russian consul-general for the Philippines.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-710/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 79

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 103-104

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 80

* Fontaney, J. de. Voyage ... de Peking à Kyang-cheu ... (Prévost d'Exilés, A.F. Histoire générale des voyages ... Paris, 1749-1761. V20). [JL.323]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 105-106

Forbes, F.E. Five years in China; from 1842 to 1847. London, 1848. [1], 405 pp. [JL.369]
Forbes found previous accounts of the Chinese quite misleading. As a whole the Chinese were friendly to foreigners. Officials were a sort of aristocracy while in office, the achievements of government were considerable. Sympathetic observation.
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-711/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 82

* Gaulbi, A. Mémoire sur les Îles que les Chinois appellent îles de Lieou-Kieou, ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V23). [JL.325]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 123-124

Journey from Canton to Peking in 1722.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 108

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/2 mf. 80-81

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 106-107

The section on China is at pp. 289-415. He visited Macao and Canton, and went up overland via Nanchang and Nanking to Peking, in 1695-1696. Much observation, meetings with missionaries, etc. 3 engravings ofprocessions.
12 microfiche
Order no. LHT-672/1 mf. 54-66

1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 111

* Grueber, G.J. Alcune lettere laine del suddeto Padre locumente l'istessa materie. (Carlieri, L. Notizie varie dell' Imperio della China ... Firenze, 1697). [JL.335]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-561/1 mf. 2
The account contains narratives of a journey from Macao to north China, and one from Sinkiang southwards via Tibet and Nepal to India.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-682/1 mf. 22-23

Collection of travel accounts of the newly discovered regions of the world, with a copious index. It includes Marco Polo, Marco Pauli Veneti De Regionibus orientalibus, Het oewm Patmich, Haithon Armens. De Tartaris liber. 12 microfiche
Order no. LH-8143/1

20 microfiche
Order no. LH-6142/1

Description of the crew of a Chinese ship. A good deal on Tientsin and its commercial potential for foreigners.
1 microfiche
Order no. LH-712/1

Gützlaff, K. Journal of three voyages along the coast of China, in 1831, 1832, & 1833, ... London, 1834. vi, xcvii. 450 pp. [JL371]
6 microfiche
Order no. LH-713/1

Harris, J. Navigantium atque Itinerarium Bibliotheca. ... London, 1705. 2 vols. [JL249]
49 microfiche
Order no. LHT-673/1

Haussmann, A. Voyage en Chine ... Paris, 1847-1848. 3 vols. [JL373]
Travels in China, Cochinchina, India and Malaya. Geographical information on China and detail of its trade.
17 microfiche
Order no. LH-715/1

Het’Owm Patmich. De Tartaris liber. (Grynæus, S. Novus orbis regionum ... Basileae, 1532). [JL268]
2 microfiche
Order no. LH-8143/1 mt. 9-10

Het’Owm Patmich. Histoire orientale ou des Tartares ... (Bergeron, P. Voyages faits principalement en Asie ... La Haye, 1735. V2). [JL269]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-670/1 mf. 6-7

Het’Owm Patmich. The history ... of Asia, and specially touching the Tartar. (Purchas, S. His Pilgrimages. London, 1625-1626. V3). [JL270]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mf. 41

Het’Owm Patmich. Liber historiarum partium orientis, ... Huganoue, 1529. [JL271]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-684/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-680/1 mf. 19-20

Holman, J. Voyage round the world, ... from 1827 to 1832. London, 1834-1835. 4 vols. [JL374]
Order no. LHT-716/1

The Journal of William de Rubruquis into Tartary and China ... 1253. (Harris, J. Navigantium atque Itinerarium Bibliotheca ... London, 1705. V1). [JL303]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-673/1 mf. 14

Labarbinais le Gentil, de. Nouveau voyage autour du monde. Amsterdam, 1728. 3 vols. [JL357]
10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-699/1

Ibn Batuta, a native of Algiers, left for a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1324-1325, became a compulsive traveller, to spend thirty years observing the Afro-Asian scene.
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-685/1

Letters d’un missionnaire à M. l’Abbé G***. (Mémories concernant l’histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V8). [JL339]
Letters from a missionary describing a journey from Canton to Peking. Dated 1768.
1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 87

Translated from the Dutch by W.B., i.e. William Philip. Each Book has a separate title page. Books 1-3 are dated 1598. Deals briefly with China; more on Macao, Canton and the southern and eastern sea routes. Uneven mixture of fact and medival storytelling. Cf. Kammerer, La découverte 156-197 on the rutter for the China coasts.
11 microfiche
Order no. LH-8431/1

Lockman, J. Travels of the Jesuits; into various parts of the world: ... London, 1743. 2 vols. [JL250]
Missing: V2. 6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-674/1

Malcom, H. Travels in South-Eastern Asia ... London, 1839. 2 vols. [JL379]
8 microfiche
Order no. LSE-20,146/1

Mandelslo, J.A. von. Voyages célèbres et remarquables, faits de Persé aux Indes Orientales; trad. par A. de Wicquefort. Amsterdam, 1727. 2 vols. [JL342]
The celebrated and remarkable travels from Persia to the East Indies of Mr. Jean-Albert de Mandelslo, gentleman of the ambassadors of the Duke of Holstein in Muscovy and Persia. China is dealt with in V 2, 464-616. He was never in China, himself.
12 microfiche
Order no. LAR-2024/1

12 microfiche
Order no. LAR-2025/1

Mandeville, J. Recueil ou abrégé des voyages ... (Bergeron, P. Voyages faits principalement en Asie ... La Haye, 1735. V1). [JL274]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-670/1 mf. 7

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mt. 41-42

Mandeville, J. The voyage and travaile of ... London, 1727. xvi, [8], 384, [7] pp. [JL277]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-687/1

Meares, J. Voyages ... 1788 and 1789, from China to the North West Coast of America. London, 1790. [5], vi-viii, [12], xvii, [1], 372 pp. Appendixes. [JL344]
Large number of engraved silhouettes of coast lines, views. A view of Macao, from an acquatint copy of a sketch made on the spot. There is a considerable amount of information on the nature of the China trade in the Introductory narrative and the appendices. Notes on sea routes.
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-701/1
Mendes Pinto, F. Observations of China, Tartaria ... (Purchas, S. His Pilgrimes. London, 1625-1626. V3). [JL.345]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mf. 43-44

Mendes Pinto, F. The voyages and adventures, of F. Mendez Pinto. London, 1625. [JL.346]
During his travels for the space of one and twenty years in the Kingdoms of Ethiopia, China, Tartaria, Cauchinchina, Calaminham, Siam, Pegu, Japan, and a great part of the East-Indies. With a Relation and Description of most of the Places thereof, their Religion, Laws, Riches, Customs, and Government in time of Peace and War. Where he five times suffered shipwreck, was sixteen times sold, and thirteen times made a slave. Written originally by himself in the Portugal Tongue, and dedicated to the Majesty of Philip King of Spain. Done into English by H.C. Gent.
4 microfiche
Order no. LSE-20,148/1

William of Rubruck's (Willem van Ruysbroeck's) travels are at pp. 1-204. The Latin text collated from available manuscripts. He travelled on a Papal embassy in the mid-13th c. through Central Asia, via the north-west edge of the modern Sinkiang into Mongolia.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-688/1

Muhammad, H. Reports of Chaggi Mehmet, a Persian of Tarbus in the province of Chilan, ... (Purchas, S. His Pilgrimes. London, 1625-1626. V3). [JL.280]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mt. 42

Müller, A. Abdallae Beidavaei Historia Sinensis, ... Jenae, [1689]. 56, 72 pp. [JL.281]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-689/1

Murray, H. Historical account of discoveries and travels in Asia, ... Edinburgh, 1820. 3 vols. [JL.251]
Summary of travel accounts. China is dealt with in vols. 1 and 5. Critical of the Jesuits for their narrow interests. Recent British works, though hampered by travel restrictions, were more enlightened and judicious. Protestant missionaries have gone deeper on language and literature. Admired Jesuit map surveys of China.
19 microfiche
Order no. LHT-675/1

[Osborne, T.]. A collection of voyages and travels, ... London, 1745. 2 vols. [JL.252]
Some irregular pagination.
31 microfiche
Order no. LHT-676/1

Pages, P.M.F. Nouveau voyage autour du monde, en Asie, en Amérique et en Afrique, en 1788, 1789 et 1790; ... Paris, 1797, 3 vols. [JL.351]
16 microfiche
Order no. LHT-704/1

Involved in the Portuguese smuggling trade, he was arrested in 1549 and taken by land to Ch'üan-chou. His account is a vivid one of late Ming China, particularly detailed on judicial processes.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mf. 42-43

Illustration from:
A military Mandarine (or Nobleman) of China.

Settled in Peking in 1294 and founded a Franciscan mission.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-669/1 mf. 4-6

2 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 107-108

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mt. 40-41

Polo, M. I viaggi ... (Ramusio, G.B. Delle navigazioni et viaggi. Venetia, 1554-1556. V2). [JL.286]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-680/1 mf. 18-19

Polo, M. Marci Pauli Veneti de regionibus orientalibus. (Grynaeus, S. Novus orbis regionum ... Basileae. 1532). [JL.287]
3 microfiche
Order no. LH-8143/1 mf. 7-9

Polo, M. Marci Pauli Veneti, ... de regionibus orientalibus Libri III. Coloniae Brandenburgicae, 1671. [6], 167, [50] pp. [JL.288]
Edition of Marco Polo, collated with a manuscript in the library of the Elector of Brandenburg, preface, geographical index, chronology, glossary, etc. by Andreas Müller.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-690/1

10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-691/1

Polo, M. The travels of ... Ed.3. Edinburgh, 1845. 368 pp. [JL.293]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-692/1

3 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 108-110

Polo, M. Les voyages tres-curieux & fort remarquables, ... (Bergeron, P. Voyages faits principalement en Asie ... La Haye, 1735. V1). [JL.294]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-670/1 mf. 5-6

Prémare, J.H.M. Lettre ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V21). [JL.296]
Contains a critique of Renaudot, Anciennes relations des Indes et de la Chine, first for exhausting a work full of fictions, secondly for his falsifications.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 111-112
Prévost d'Exiles, A.F. Histoire générale des voyages ou nouvelle collection de toutes les relations de voyages par mer et par terre, ... Paris, 1749-1761. 64 vols. [JL.254]

Vast collection of travel accounts edited by Prévost to turn an honest penny, ultimately disowned by him.

375 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1

Purchas, S. His pilgrimages. London, 1625-1626. 5 vols. [JL.255]

95 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1

Ramusio, G.B. Delle navigationi et viaggi. Venetia, 1554-1559. 3 vols. [JL.256]

41 microfiche
Order no. LHT-680/1

* Relazione della China cavata da un ragionamento tenuto col P.G. Grueber nel suo passaggio per Firenze l'anno 1665. (Carlieri, L. Notizie varie dell'Imperio della China ... Firenze. 1697). [JL.334]

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-561/1 mf. 1-2

Renaudot, E. Anciennes relations des Indes Orientales et de la Chine, ... Paris, 1718. xxxix, [1], 297, [17] pp. [JL.229]

Accounts of India and China by two 9th century Moslem travellers. Cordier quotes a contemporary opinion to the effect that they were published at least partly as a counter to falsifications of Chinese matters.

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-693/1


2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-679/1 mf. 39-40


4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-669/1 mf. 1-4

* Ruysbroek, W. van. Voyage remarquable, ... En differentes parties de l'Orient: ... (Bergeron, P. Voyages faits principalement en Asie ... La Haye, 1735. V1). [JL.307]

The remarkable journey of W. de Rubruquis, sent on an embassy by Louis IX in 1253 to Tartary and China.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-670/1 mf. 3

Sabine, C. Les nouveaux voyageurs en Chine et au Japon ... Paris, [1847]. 298 pp. [JL.382]

Account of the beauties and wonders of the delightful countries, China and Japan. Compiled from Jesuit literature.

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-718/1


2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-719/1

Sainte-Croix, F.R. de. Voyage commercial et politique aux Indes Orientales, ... pendant les années 1803-1807, ... Paris, 1810. 2 vols. [JL.384]

Originally in 3 vols. China occupies most of vol. 2. Commercial and political travels in East Asia, with notes on local trade, customs, laws, statistics, etc. and suggestions for freeing the region from British influence.

14 microfiche
Order no. LHT-720/1

Smith, G. A narrative of an exploratory visit to each of the consular cities of China, ... in the years 1844, 1845, 1846. London, 1847. [4], iv, [12], 532 pp. [JL.389]

7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-721/1

Sonnerat, P. Collection de plansches pour servir au voyage aux Indes Orientales et à la Chine. Paris, 1806. [JL.354]

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-705/1

Sonnerat, P. Voyage aux Indes Orientales et à la Chine, Fait par ordre du Roi, depuis 1774 jusqu'en 1781. Paris, 1782. 2 vols. [JL.353]

Travels to the East Indies and China, by order of the King, from 1774-1781, in which are treated customs, religion, sciences and arts. China is dealt with in vol. 2, 1-37. Very anti-Jesuit, and somewhat disillusioned about the Chinese.

11 microfiche
Order no. LH.6149/1

Thevenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux, ... Paris, 1696. 2 vols. [JL.360]

29 microfiche
Order no. LHT-682/1

Torens, O. Voyage ... fait à Surate, à la Chine ... 1750. Milan, 1771. 92 pp. [JL.355]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-706/1


1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 111

* Travels into divers parts of Asia and Europe ... (Harris, J. Navigantium atque Itinerarium Bibliotheca ... London, 1705. V2). [JL.313]

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-673/1 mf. 29-30


With a critical, anti-Jesuit introduction.

2 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 79-80


1 microfiche
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 108

The Travels of several learned Missioners of the Society of Jesus, into divers parts of the Archipelago, India, China, and America. London, 1714. [16], 335, [13] pp. [JL.358]

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-707/1

Visdelou, C. de and C. Galand. Bibliothèque Orientale, ... contenant les observations sur ce que les historiens Arabes et Persiens rapportent de la Chine & de la Tartarie ... (Herbelot de Molarmville, B. d'. Bibliothèque Orientale ... Maestricht, 1776-1780. Supplement). [JL.308]

Arab and Persian historians on China in the Bibliothèque Orientale of d'Herbelot.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-567/1 mf. 28


Travels of five French Jesuits from Ningpoto Peking, in 1687-1688. Written either by the Père Louis Le Comte or the Père de Fontaney.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 105

Withen, J. Journal of a voyage in 1811 and 1812, to Madras and China; ... London, 1814, xx, 246 pp. [JL.360]

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-722/1


1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-694/1

Wilkinson, G. Sketches of Chinese Customs & Manners, in 1811-1812 ... Bath, 1814. 370 pp. [JL.387]

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-723/1

Zurla, P. Di Marco Polo e degli altri viaggiatori Veneziani ... Venezia, 1818-1819. 2 vols. [JL.310]

11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-695/1
8. History, General works, Historiography

- **Allacin, Extracts of...** his Arabike historie of Tamerlan... (Purchas, S. His Pilgrimes. London, 1625-1626. V.3). [JL.423]
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-679/1 mt. 41-42

- **Amiot, J.J.M.** Extrait de divers letters. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V.9). [JL.457]
  Extracts from letters written in 1780, largely concerned with the emperor's activities or statements.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 91-92

- **Amiot, J.J.M.** Lettre... le 20 octobre 1752. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses... Paris, 1780-1783. V.23). [JL.459]
  Striking account of conspicuous luxury; a vast array of structures were run up for the dowager empress's birthday.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-571/1 mf. 123

- **Amiot, J.J.M.** Lettre... sur la Réduction des Miao-tse, en 1775. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V.3). [JL.462]
  Account of the campaign against the Miao, from edicts, etc.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 36-37

- **Amiot, J.J.M.** Mort et funérailles de l'impératrice mère. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V.6). [JL.463]
  Funeral of the queen-mother in 1777
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 69-70

- **Amiot, J.J.M.** Portraits des Chinois célèbres. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V.3, 5, 8, 10). [JL.391]
  Based on a work of about 1685 containing imaginary portraits of celebrated Chinese from the mythical Fu-hsi onwards. Amiot expanded considerably the biographical notes on these figures. Engravings by Holman from Chinese originals.
  21 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 28-36, 51-59, 81-83

- **Amiot, P.M.** L'antiquité des Chinois, prouvée par les monuments. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V.2). [JL.390]
  The antiquity of the Chinese, proved by monuments. Unlike the Chinese convert Aloys Kao, Amiot took a fundamentalist attitude towards all the later fabrications about culture heroes, legendary emperors, etc.
  10 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 13-22

- **Baumgarten, S.J.** Sammlung von Erleuterungsschriften und Zusatzen zur algemeinen Welthistoire. Halle, 1756-1761. Pt. 4-5. [JL.389]
  3 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-724/1

- **Benoit, M.** Premiere lettre... Le 4 novembre 1773. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses... Paris, 1780-1783. V.24). [JL.464]
  Actually 3 letters with reports of interviews with Chin'en-lung held while he was being painted by Fr. Paniz. Deals with the internal decoration of the palace, foreign politics, etc.
  3 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-571/1 mt. 131-133

- **Bouvet, J.** Histoire de l'Empereur de la Chine, presente au Roy,... La Haye, 1699. [2], 171 pp. [JL.465]
  Biography of the emperor K'ang-hsi, translated from the French into Latin.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-676/1

- **Bouvet, J.** Icon Regia Monarchiae Sinarum... 1699. [14], 128 pp. [JL.466]
  BIOGRAPHY OF THE EMPEROR K'ANG-HSI (1662-1722).
  3 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-768/1

- **Contancin, C.** Lettre... ce 15 décembre 1727. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses... Paris, 1780-1783. V.21). [JL.468]
  3 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-571/1 mt. 111, 113, 114

- **Corner, J.** The History of China and India,... London, 1847. iv, iii, iii, [1], iii, [1], 402 pp. [JL.392]
  Lithographed copies of paintings by Poshan (neo-classic) and Piqua (major towns and ports.) Mass Corner was a prolific writer of children's books.
  6 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-725/1

- **Coupel, P.** Synopsis chronologica monarchiae sinicarum. (Thévenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux... Paris, 1696. V.2). [JL.393]
  Brief chronology of the Chinese monarchs.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-682/1 mf. 27-28

- **Coupel, P.** Tabula chronologica monarchiae sinicarum juxta cyclus annorum LX... Paris, 1666. xx, 106 pp. [JL.394]
  Chronological tables of the Chinese monarchy from B.C. 2902 to A.D. 1683.
  3 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-726/1

  Discussion of De Guignes' theory that the Chinese were an Egyptian colony. The writer thought that the proofs were flimsy.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-727/1

- **Eastern anecdotes of exemplary characters, with sketches of the Chinese History.** London, 1799. xvi, xxiii, 24-176 pp. [JL.396]
  The Chinese descended from Noah. Confucianism promoted Deism against idolatry, but was corrupted by Manchu Lamasism. The Chinese moral state remained the highest anywhere.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-728/1

- **Gaubi, A.** Traité de la chronologie chinoise,... Paris, 1814. [2], x, 291 pp. [JL.399]
  Largey notes on the chronology of ancient China and its sources, De Sacy states in his preface that it was printed from a manuscript copy. It appears to have been written in China, it is dated Peking, 1749. It was sent to Freeret, but the original went to Bougainville. Gaubi states that he did not include a map because these were easily got in Europe.
  4 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-729/1

  2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-510/1 mf. 20-21

  Historical observations on east Asia, including east Siberia, Tibet, Mongolia, etc.
  1 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-509/1 mf. 60

  10 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-730/1

  G's mission school education tells in this rather sensationalized account of Chinese history. He regarded China as semi-civilized.
  12 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-731/1
Guignes, J. de. Histoire générale des Huns, des Turcs, des Mogols, avant et depuis Jesus Christ jusqu'a present; ... Paris, 1756-1758. 4 vols. [JL428]

V1 consists of chronological tables, using a Western method of calculating by numbering the 60 year cycles from 2697 B.C. in Chinese history which was extended to include Japan and Korea, etc. Also a summary of political history of China and north and central Asia, the activities of "Princes".

Order no. LHT-746/1

Guignes, J. de. Memoire dans te quel on prouve, que les Chinois sont une Colonie Egyptianne; ... Paris, 1759. 79 pp. [JL402] 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-732/1


Description of the burial ceremony of the mother of the Wan-li emperor, together with an account of China and the introduction of Roman Catholicism.

4 microfiche

Order no. LHT-751/1

Iakinth, A. Istoriya pervuikh chetuirekh Khans, hasta nos 1414. Novgorod, 1771. [4], 129 pp. [JL405]

Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 1-7


Order no. LHT-733/1

Lombard, B. The fall of the Nan Soung; ... London, 1846. 3 vols. [JL408] 11 microfiche

Order no. LHT-734/1

Mailla, J.A.M. de Moyriac de. Histoire générale de la Chine, ... Paris, 1777-1785. 13 vols. [JL409]

General history of China, translated from the Tung-chien kang-mu, the shorter version of the Ts'ou-chih t'ang-chien of Su-ma Kuang, made by Chu Hsi. 92 microfiche

Order no. LHT-735/1


Order no. LHT-736/1

Martini, M. De bello Tartarico historia; ... Antwerpiae, 1654. 156, [2] pp. [JL440]

Considered at the time to have been the best general description of China before Du Halde.

2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-755/1

Martini, M. Bellum Tartaricum, or the conquest of ... London, 1654. [8], 240 pp. [JL441] 3 microfiche

Order no. LHT-756/1

Martini, M. Breve historia delle guerre ... tra Tartari, e Cinesi. Milano, 1654. [8], 124 pp. [JL438] 2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-754/1


Order no. LHT-551/1 mf. 5

Martini, M. Regni Sinensis a Tartaris ... Amstelodami, [1661]. [22], 120 pp. [JL444] 3 microfiche

Order no. LHT-578/1


5 microfiche

Order no. LHT-737/1


Order no. LHT-759/1

Mentzel, C. Kurtze chinesische Chronologia ... Aller Chinesischen Kayser, Collector. Berlin, 1696. [16], 145, 6 pp. [JL413] Translation of the history section of a Chinese child's textbook (Hsiao-erh hsueh or lun). The intention was to show that German was rich enough (as Latin, no doubt) to translate Chinese.

2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-738/1

[Morrison, R.]. China; a dialogue, for the use of schools: being Ten conversations between a father and his two children, ... London, 1824. 120, [2] pp. [JL414] The binding has, wrongly, Milne as author.

2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-739/1

Morrison, R. Translations from the original Chinese, with notes. Canton, 1815. [2], 42 pp. [JL477] Translations of edicts and memorials from the Peking Gazette (Ching pao), including items dealing with sect outbreaks.

1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-770/1

Müller, A.J. Basilicon sinense, ... N.p., n.d. 35 pp. [JL415] 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-740/1

Ohsson, C. d'. Histoire des Mongols, depuis Théninguiz-Khan jusqu'a Timour Bey ... La Haye, Amstterdam, 1834-1835. 4 vols. [JL430] 30 microfiche

Order no. LHT-748/1

Oréans, P.J. d'. Histoire des deux conquerans Tartares, ... Paris, 1690. 319 pp. [JL446] 5 microfiche

Order no. LHT-760/1


Order no. LHT-761/1

Palafox y Mendoça, J. de. The history of the conquest of China by the Tartars. London, 1671. [24], 588, [4] pp. [JL449] Account of the Manchu conquest, together with an analysis of the final Ming years, based on Montaus. P. worked from reports sent to him from the Philippines to Mexico. His manuscript was not available at the time when the English version was made, hence it was done from the French translation of Collet (Collet).

7 microfiche

Order no. LHT-762/1

Pallas, P.S. Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten über die mongolischen Völkerarten ... Spb., 1776-1801. 2 vols. [JL431] Encyclopaedic work on the Mongols, on a historical basis.

26 microfiche

Order no. LU-728/2


Order no. LHT-1003/2 mf. 1-7

Paravey, C.H. de. Dissertation abrégée sur le nom antique et hiéroglyphique de la Judée, ... Paris, 1836. 18 pp. [JL416] Paravey, like Hagar and others, continued 18th c. speculations about the Middle Eastern origins of Chinese culture. Phoenicians, Syrians and others made their way to China where they taught hieroglyphic writing.

1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-741/1
**9. International relations**

- **Abel, C.** Narrative of a journey in the interior of China, ... London, 1818. xvi, 420 pp. [JL.496] 11 microfiche
  - Order no. L-6449/2

- **Amiot, J.J.M.** Monument de la transmigration des Tourgouths des bords de la Mer Caspienne, dans l'Empire de la Chine. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V1). [JL.482] 4 microfiche
  - Order no. L.IH-6138/1

- **Auber, P.** China. An outline of its government, laws, and policy: ... London, 1834. viii, 419 pp. [JL.553] 8 microfiche
  - Order no. LCH-818/2

  - Order no. LHT-672/1 mf. 29

- **Barros, J. de.** Da Asia de João de Barros dos feitos, que os Portuguezes fizeram no descobrimento, et conquista dos marés, e terras do Oriente. Lisboa, 1777. Part 2 only of the 3rd Decada of the reprint of a vast history of early Portuguese discoveries and colonization. Originally issued between 1562 and 1616, by Barros with further series by Diogo de Coato. Three chapters deal with early Portuguese contacts with China. 6 microfiche
  - Order no. LHT-773/1

- **Barrow, J.** Some account of the public life, ... of the Earl of Macartney. London, 1807. 2 vols. [JL.501] 13 microfiche
  - Order no. LHT-778/1

- **Braam, A.E. van (Houckgeest).** An authentic account of the Embassy of the Dutch East-India Company, to the court of the Emperor of China, in the years 1794 and 1795; ... London, 1798. 2 vols. [JL.502] Supercargo of the Dutch East India Company, attached to their embassy to China, 1794-1795. Inspired by developments in America, he ultimately became an American citizen. 8 microfiche
  - Order no. LHT-779/1

- **Brand, A.** Brevis descriptio itineris Sinensis à Legatione Moscovitica Anno 1693, 94 et 95 ... (Leibnitz, G.W. Novissima Sincica ... 1699). [JL.505] 1 microfiche
  - Order no. LHT-570/1 mt. 3

- **Brand, A.** Relation du voyage de Mr. Evert Isbrand / Envoyé de Sa Majesté Czarine à l'Empereur de la Chine, en 1692, 93 et 94. Amsterdam, 1699. [4], 249 pp. [JL.506] 3 microfiche
  - Order no. L.1U-770/2

  - Order no. LHT-780/1

- **Eclaircissions sur les cartes du Tong-king.** (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V16). [JL.492] 1 microfiche
  - Order no. LHT-577/1 mt. 86

  - Order no. LHT-678/1 mt. 105

- **Ellis, J.** Journal of the proceedings of the late Embassy to China; ... London, 1817. [2], vii, [1], 526, [2] pp. [JL.509] 10 microfiche
  - Order no. LHT-781/1
Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 110

Holmes, S. The journal of... as one of the guard on Lord Macartney's Embassy to China and Tartary, 1792-1793. London, 1798. viii, [4], 256 pp. [JL.512] 3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-782/1

**Honneurs rendus par l'Empereur de Chine aux Européens.** (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V.8). [JL.486] From a Peking letter of 1777. Honours bestowed on Europeans by the Chinese emperor. 3 microfiches
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 87

Huettner, J.C. Nachricht von der Britischen Gesandschaftsreise durch China und einen Theil der Tartarei. Berlin, 1797. viii, 9-190, [2] pp. [JL.513] Travels in China of a German doctor attached to the Macartney embassy. Contains a boatman's song noted down by one of the suite, for which Hüttner wrote verses in place of the Chinese which could be understood. 3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-783/1

Order no. LHT-784/1

Order no. LA-271/1 mf. 81-82

Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 107-108

* A journal of an Embassy from their Majesties Iwan and Peter Alexiowitz ... in the years 1693, 1694, and 1695 ... Hamburg, 1698. Hamburg, 1698. (Harris, J. Navigantium et Itinerantium Bibliotheca ... London, 1705). [JL.518] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-673/1 nt. 29

Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 82

Order no. LHT-678/1 mf. 108

Leont'ev, A.L. Puteshestvie Kitaiskogo Poslannika k kalmukskomu Ayub Khane, s opisaniem zemel' i obuachev Rossiskikh. Spb., 1782. [JL.487] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-774/1

Lopes de Castanheda, F. Historia dell' Indie Orientali, ... Venetia, 1577-1578. 2 vols. [JL.488] History of Portuguese discoveries and colonization. It contains a good deal on Portuguese contacts with China. 20 microfiches
Order no. LHT-8351/1

Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 76-77

Order no. LA-271/2 mf. 77-78

10. Economic affairs


Chaudoir, S.de. Recueil de monnaies de la Chine, de la Coree, d'Annam, et de Java, ... Spb., 1842. 80, [76] pp. [JL632] Description of a collection of Chinese, Korean, Annamese and Javanese knife money, coins, banknotes, silver ingots, temple amulets. 8 microfiche Order no. LHT-786/1

11. International trade


Anderson, G. A general view of the variations ... of the East India Company, since the conclusion of the war, in India, in 1784. 1792. [6]. 102 pp. [JL637] Contains statistics of the China trade. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-789/1

Assey, C. On the trade to China, ... London, 1819. [2]. 71 pp. [JL638] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-790/1

[Ball, S.]. Observations on the expediency of opening a second port in China. Macao, 1817. v, 72 pp., map. [JL639] Canton was felt to be restrictive, hence Ball discusses various possibilities of a port to open up new markets. 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-791/1

Bullock, T.H. The Chinese vindicated, or another view of the opium question; ... London, 1840. vii, 120 pp. [JL660] Against the opium trade and British chauvenist trends. Once China pulls herself together, she will be a “mastiff to Britain’s mouse.” 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-807/1

Cossim. Considerations on the danger and impolicy of laying open the trade with India and China; ... London, 1812. [4]. 218 pp. [JL641] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-793/1


Crisis in the Opium traffic: ... 1839. iv, 107 pp. [JL666] It includes foreign documents and translations of Chinese official documents. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-808/1

Documents relating to opium, ... 1837. [2]. 93 pp. [JL667] 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-809/1

The East India Kalendar; ... for the Year 1799. London, 1799. xii, 13-180 pp. [JL642] 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-794/1
12. Chinese society


- Bourgeois, F. Extrait d'une lettre écrite par ... Missionnaire sur l'étendue de la ville de Nanquin & la population de Chine. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V9). [JL.684] Extract from a letter dated 1777, on the extent of Nanking, and the Chinese population. 1 microfiche Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 100


- Cibot, P.M. Notice du livre chinois Si-yeun. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V4). [JL.706] Note on a Chinese manual of forensic medicine. 2 microfiche Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 47-48
13. Confucian classics, Philosophy

Essay on the Shih-ching and on ancient Chinese poetry.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-834/1

**[Brune, J. de la]**. La morale de Confucius, philosophe de la Chine. Londres, 1783. 197 pp. [JL726]
Highly idealized portrait of a natural philosopher, relying on natural reason not revelation. Jesuit influences show also in anti-Buddhist attitudes. Problematic authorship.
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-839/1

**Buehler, G.B.** Specimen doctrinae veterum sinarum moralis et politicae; Francofurti ad Moenum, 1724. [6], 360, [10] pp. [JL721]
Atlantic of Confucian items, with commentaries, and comparisons with Western ethics and theology.
5 microfiches
Order no. LHT-835/1

**Cibot, R.M.** Ta-hio. Tchang-yong, ou juste Milieu. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V.1). [JL722]
2 microfiches
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 10-11

**Collie, D.** The Chinese classical work commonly called The Four Books; Malacca, 1828. [2], xiv, 185 pp. [JL723]
4 microfiches
Order no. LHT-836/1

**Parempin, D. Lettre ... (Martin, I.A. Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1838-1843. V.3). [JL702]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-572/1 mf. 26

**Sillouette, E. de.** Idée générale ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1741. 132 pp. [JL714]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-830/1

**Staunton, G.T.** Ta Tsing Leu Lee; being the fundamental laws, ... Penal Code of China; ... London, 1810. [4], xxvi, 581, [1] pp. [JL715]
7 microfiches
Order no. LHT-831/1

**Staunton, G.T.** Ta Tsing-Leu-Lée, ou les lois fondamentales du Code Pénal de la Chine, ... Paris, 1812. 2 vols. [JL716]
12 microfiches
Order no. LHT-832/1

**Wang, Ta-hai.** The Chinaman abroad: or a desultory account of the Malayan archipelago, particularly of Java ... Shanghai, 1849. xv, 80 pp. [JL704]
Light on attitudes on Chinese emigrants towards foreigners, particularly Dutch colonialists, and the adaptation of emigrants to colonial conditions.
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-826/1

**Wolf, C.F. von.** The real happiness of a people under a philosophical king ... London, 1850. [4], viii, 96 pp. [JL717]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-833/1

**Confucius Sinarum Philosophus, ...** Parisiiis, 1687. (Comp.). Chinese moral maxims, ... London, Macao, 1823. 199 pp. [JL725]
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-837/1

**Davis, J.F.** (Comp.). Chinese moral maxims, ... London, Macao, 1823. 199 pp. [JL725]
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-838/1

**Gaubil, A.** Le Chou-king, livre sacré de la Chine ... (Pauthier, P.G. Les livres sacrés de l’Orient ... Paris, 1841). [JL726]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-854/1 mf. 1-2

**Confucius vita. (Cartieri, I. Notizie varie dell’ Impero della China ... Firenze, 1697).**
[JL731]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-561/1 mf. 2-3

8 microfiches
Order no. LHT-837/1

8 microfiches
Order no. LHT-837/1

**Davis, J.F.** (Comp.). Chinese moral maxims, ... London, Macao, 1823. 199 pp. [JL725]
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-838/1

**Gaubil, A.** Le Chou-king, livre sacré de la Chine ... (Pauthier, P.G. Les livres sacrés de l’Orient ... Paris, 1841). [JL726]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-854/1 mf. 1-2

**Confucius vita. (Cartieri, I. Notizie varie dell’ Impero della China ... Firenze, 1697).**
[JL731]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-561/1 mf. 2-3

8 microfiches
Order no. LHT-837/1

**Davis, J.F.** (Comp.). Chinese moral maxims, ... London, Macao, 1823. 199 pp. [JL725]
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-838/1

**Gaubil, A.** Le Chou-king, livre sacré de la Chine ... (Pauthier, P.G. Les livres sacrés de l’Orient ... Paris, 1841). [JL726]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-854/1 mf. 1-2

**Confucius vita. (Cartieri, I. Notizie varie dell’ Impero della China ... Firenze, 1697).**
[JL731]
2 microfiches
Order no. LHT-561/1 mf. 2-3

8 microfiches
Order no. LHT-837/1

**Davis, J.F.** (Comp.). Chinese moral maxims, ... London, Macao, 1823. 199 pp. [JL725]
3 microfiches
Order no. LHT-838/1

Helman, I.S. H. Abrégé historique des principaux traits de la vie de Confucius ... Paris, (c. 1785). [JL.729] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-841/1

* Intorcetta, P. Sinarum scientia politico-moralis ... Paris, 1672. (Thévenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux ... Paris, 1696. V.2). [JL.730] Proposed as an ethical guide for missionaries. 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-682/1 mt. 23

Intorcetta, P. Sinarum scientia politico-moralis. [Goa. 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-842/1

Julien, S. Le livre de la voie et de la vertu ... Paris, 1842. 294 pp. [JL.733] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-843/1

Julien, S. Meng Tseu vel Mencium inter sinenses philosophos, ... Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1824-1829. 4 pts. [JL.734] 7 microfiche Order no. LHT-844/1

Julien, S. Simple exposé d’un fait honorable ... Paris, 1842. 215, [1] pp. [JL.736] Item of an acrid academic dispute over translation of the Tao-te-ching (turned down for publication by Pauthier). Julien satisfied himself that 600 corrections made to his translation were unjustified. 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-845/1

Lacharme, A. de. Confuci Chi-King sive liber carminum. Stuttgartiae, Tubingae, 1830. xxii, 322, xvi pp. [JL.737] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-846/1

Marshman, J. The works of Confucius; ... Serampore, 1809. [2], 4, xxxix, 715, 17 pp. [JL.738] Marshman explained that he printed off his transl. before he saw those of the Jesuits, which he regarded as very free. At the end is a table of correspondences between the Jesuit romanizations (of Portuguese origin) and the currently used Cantonese romanization. 9 microfiche Order no. LHT-847/1

Medhurst, W. H. Ancient China. ... Shangae, 1846. 413 pp. [JL.739] Contains copies of illustrations of two astronomical instruments and 12 Chinese maps of provinces, printed by the Chinese woodblock method. Latitude and longitude were added to the maps. 6 microfiche Order no. LHT-848/1

Milne, W. The Sacred Edict, ... London, 1817. xxviii, 29-299 pp. [JL.740] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-849/1

Noël, F. Les livres classiques de l’Empire de la Chine, ... Paris, 1784-1785. 4 vols. [JL.741] Idealized view of Neo-Confucianism. 12 microfiche Order no. LHT-850/1

Noël, F. Sinensis imperii libri classici sex, ... Prague, 1711. [32], 608 no. [JL.742] 7 microfiche Order no. LHT-851/1


Pauthier, P.G. Les livres Sacrés de l’Orient, ... Paris, 1841. xxx, 764 pp. [JL.745] 9 microfiche Order no. LHT-854/1

Pauthier, P.G. Les Sse-chou, les Quatre livres de philosophie morale et politique de la Chine, ... (Pauthier, P.G. Les livres Sacrés de l’Orient ... Paris, 1841). [JL.746] 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-854/1 mt. 2-3

Pauthier, P.G. Supplément aux Vindiciae Sinicae, ... [1843]. [JL.747] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-855/1

Pauthier, P.G. Le Tâ Hoi, ou la grande étude, ... Paris, 1837. viii , 104, 2 pp. [JL.748] The Great Learning of Confucius, with a commentary. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-856/1

Pauthier, P.G. Le Tao-Te-King, ou le livre révéré de la raison suprême et de la vertu, par Lao-Tseu; ... Paris, 1838. 80 pp. [JL.750] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-857/1

Régis, J.B. Y-King antiquissimus Sinarum liber ... Edited by J. Mohl. Stuttgartiae, Tubingae, 1834-1839. 2 vols. [JL.751] 14 microfiche Order no. LHT-858/1

Rémusat, J.P.A. L’invariable milieu, ouvrage moral de Béou-se, ... Paris, 1817. 160 pp. [JL.752] 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-859/1

Rueckert, F. Schi-King. Chinesisches Liederbuch, ... Altona, 1833. x, 360, [2] pp. [JL.753] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-860/1


A Chinese porter, or carrier.
14. Education

Anglo-Chinese College. To the British Public, interested in the promotion of Christianity, morals, and useful knowledge among Heathen Nations, London, 1825. 23 pp. [JL.768] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-864/1

Anglo-Chinese College. To the public, Malacca, 1823. 26 pp. [JL.769] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-879/1

Annual reports of the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca. Malacca, 1825-1836. [JL.759-765, 767] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-863/1


Liverpool Auxiliary Association for promoting Female Education in China, India and the East. Liverpool, 1836. 15 pp. [JL.772] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-868/1

Morrison Education Society. The eighth, ninth, and tenth annual report. Hongkong, 1846-1848. [JL.773-775] 1 microfiche

An appendix of the 10th report has a note on the society: launched in Canton, 1836, to set up schools in China. Ambiguous on the language issue, but evidently feeling that "higher truths, culture, etc." should be put over in English. Some students might become missionaries. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-869/1

15. Religions of China

An abridged account of the state of religion in China and Cochinchina, during the years 1806-1809. London, 1809-1811. 2 pts. [JL.791] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-922/1


[Alexandre, N.]. Conformita delle cerimonie chinesi ... Colonia, 1701. 158 pp. [JL.856] Equates Chinese ceremonies with Greek and Roman idolatry, in support of the thesis of the Dominicans. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-924/1

[Alexandre, N.]. Conformita delle cerimonie chinesi ... Cologne, 1700. x, [xii], 202, [2] pp. [JL.883] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-936/1

* Amiot, J.J.M. Lettre ... ce 4 septembre 1759. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.23). [JL.792] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 126


* Buchanan, C. Christian researches in Asia. ... Ed.2. London, 1811. [4], 277 pp. [JL.948] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-972/1

* Carvalho, V. (de). Lettera della Cina dell'anno M.D.C.I. Venetia, 1604. 75 pp. [JL.801] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-883/1

* Castner, K. Relatio sepulturae Magno Orientis Apostolo S. Francisco Xaverio ... (c. 1700). N.p. [JL.802] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-884/1

* Carvalho, V. (de). Lettera della Cina dell'anno M.D.C.I. Venetia, 1604. 75 pp. [JL.801] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-883/1

* Boone, W.J. Defense of an essay on the proper rendering of the words Elohim and Theos into the Chinese language. Canton, 1850. 168, [1] pp. [JL.945] Discussion on translating God into Chinese, faced with the questions of Neo-Confucianism and popular religion. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-948/1

* Boyem, M.P. Briefe relation de la Chine et de la notable conversion des personnes royales de cet Estât. (Thévenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux ... Paris, 1696. V.1). [JL.790] 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-682/1 mf. 14-15


* Carvalho, V. (de). Lettera della Cina dell'anno M.D.C.I. Venetia, 1604. 75 pp. [JL.801] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-883/1

* La Chine catholique ou tableau des progrès du christianisme dans cet empire. ... Paris, 1829. 51 pp. [JL.803] Catholic China, or presentation of the progress of Christianity there. Followed by biographies of the four Chinese introduced to Charles X. Jesuit view of a Deist China. 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-886/1
Clement XI, Pope. Decret ... sur la grande affaire de la Chine. N.p., 1709. 161 pp. [JL859]
The decree of Clement XI condemning Confucianism, ancestor worship, etc., together with mandates of the vicar apostolic of Fukien, Macao.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-925/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-926/1

Collie, D. An abridgement of sacred history. Malacca, 1826. [2], vii, 40 pp. [JL949]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-973/1

Costa, E. Rerum a Societate Iesu in Oriente gestarum historiae fragmenta, ... Coloniae, 1574. [32], 472 pp. [JL804]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-887/1

Couplet, F. Histoire d'une dame chrétienne de la Chine, ... Paris, 1688. 152 pp. [JL805]
Biography of Candid Hiu, granddaughter of the Grand Chancellor of China (Coloa), Hsu Kuang-ch'i, convert and scientist.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-888/1

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-927/1

Daniel, G. Histoire apologétique de la conduite des Jesuites de la Chine, ... 1700. 130 pp. [JL905]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-939/1

Contains on pp. 81-103, an article by Samuel Dyer on the minimum fount needed to print Christian works in Chinese.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-950/1

De ritibus Sinensium erga Confucium philosophum ... Leodium, 1700. 202 pp. [JL901]
Further on the Rites controversy. Confucius as a philosopher and ancestral worship.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-937/1

Documents relating to the proposed new Chinese translation of the Holy Scriptures. 1837. [2], 65 pp. [JL950]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-974/1

[Doty, E.] Some thoughts on the proper term, to be employed to translate Elohim and Theos, into Chinese. Shangai, 1850. [2], 28 pp. [JL951]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-975/1

Du Jarric, P. Troisième partie de l'histoire des choses plus memorables advenues tant ex Indes Orientales, ... Bourdeaux, [1614]. [20], 1067, [31] pp. [JL807]
12 microfiche
Order no. LHT-889/1

L'Etat present de l'église de la Chine, ... N.p., [c. 1709]. [12], 308 pp. [JL863]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-928/1

The Jesuits failed to convert China because they compromised themselves with idolatry and sinicized themselves. The Inland Mission first aimed at translating the Bible because they could not get inside China. Morrison made great efforts to master the language: he became bilingual more than anyone. In his educational drive he was the main figure, with Milne he was behind the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-976/1

Gabiani, G. Incrementa sinicae ecclesiae tartaris opugnatae, ... Viennae, 1673. [16], 607, [1] pp. [JL8111
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-890/1

* Gaubil, A. Mémoire sur les Juifs établis en Chine. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.24). 1JL7871
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 93

Gozani, G. Lettre ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses Paris, 1780-1783. V.18). [JL788]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1

Guizot, K. An appeal on behalf of China. Canton, 1833. 10, 23 pp. [JL925]
No title page. Signed by Charles Guizot, Canton, China, May 25th 1833.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-951/1

Guzman, L. de. Historia de las missiones en la India Oriental, y en los Reynos de la China y Japon. Alcala, [1601]. 2 vols. [JL816]
15 microfiche
Order no. LHT-894/1

Hager, J. Panthéon Chinois, ou parallele entre le culte religieux des Grecs et celui des Chinois, ... Paris, 1806. xxviii, [2], 175 pp. [JL777]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-870/1

Historia cultus Sinensium, ... Coloniae, 1700. [8], 676, [8] pp. [JL904]
History of Chinese cults, for information in the controversy between the Jesuits and the rest of the Roman Catholic missionaries.
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-938/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-895/1

Julien, S. Le livre des récompenses et des peines en chinois et en français: ... Paris, 1835. [2], xvi, 531 pp. [JL778]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-871/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-878/1

Lamiot, L. Lettres ... Paris, 1832. 20 pp. [JL819]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-896/1

Le Comte, L.D. Des ceremonies de la Chine. Liege, 1700. [4], 114 pp. [JL907]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-940/1

Le Faure, J. De Sinensium ritibus politicis acta ... Parisiis, 1700. [14], 461, [10] pp. [JL908]
Work on the Rites. Written 1688.
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-941/1
Le Faure, J. Lettre ... sur son arrivée à la Chine, ... Paris, 1662. 37 pp. [JL.821]
Order no. LHT-898/1
1 microfiche

Legge, J. An argument for [Shang-Ti in Chinese]. (Shang-Ti as the proper rendering of the words Elohim and Theos). Hongkong, 1850. v, 43 pp. [JL.954]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-977/1

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-899/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-942/1

Letter from the Foreign Missions (Paris), one of the main centres of opposition to the Jesuits, to the Pope, on his decree concerning Chinese idolatry.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-929/1

Lettre à Monseigneur** Docteur de Sorbonne ... N.p., 1700. 63 pp. [JL.910]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-942/1

Leibniz, G.W. Lettre sur les progres de la religion à la Chine, ... Paris, 1697. 40 pp. [JL.824]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-900/1

Letter from the Foreign Missions (Paris), one of the main centres of opposition to the Jesuits, to the Pope, on his decree concerning Chinese idolatry.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-929/1

Majol, C.T. Memoires for Rome concerning the state of the christian religion in China. London, 1710. [8], 271 pp. [JL.865]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-930/1

Malebranche, N. Entretien d'un philosophe chrétien, et d'un philosophe chinois, sur l'existence & la nature de Dieu. Paris, 1708. [4], 73 pp. [JL.825]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-902/1

Malebranche, P. (Comp.). Avis touchant l'entretien d'un philosophe avec un philosophe chinois, ... Paris, 1708. [2], 40 pp. [JL.824]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-901/1

Medhurst, W.H. A dissertation on the theology of the Chinese, ... Shanghai, 1847. 280 pp. [JL.780]
Information on "spiritual and invisible beings" and a supreme deity collected from Chinese sources. "Idols" were less worshipped than spirits, and neo-Confucianism had little effect on popular religion.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-872/1

Medhurst, W.H. An inquiry into the proper mode of rendering the word God in translating the sacred scriptures into the Chinese language. Shanghai, 1848. [2], 170 pp. [JL.956]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-979/1

Medhurst, W.H. Memorial addressed to the British and foreign Bible Society on a new version of the Chinese Scriptures. Hackney, 1836. 44 pp. [JL.958]
Problems of the translation of the Bible into Chinese, Greek, Hebrew idioms, etc. An idiomatic, as opposed to a literal translation might lack divine inspiration.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-980/1

Medhurst, W.H. On the true meaning of the word Shin, ... Shanghai, 1849. [2], 88 pp. [JL.960]
The Chinese word shin (i.e. shen, spirit), in a vast array of quotations in the 18th c. thesaurus, P'ei-wen yin-fu. Medhurst explores its uses in neo-Confucianist philosophy, popular religion, etc.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-981/1

Medhurst, W.H. Reply to the essay of Dr. Boone on the proper rendering of the words [Elohim, incorrecly set up in Hebrew] and [Theos, in Greek] into the Chinese language. Canton, 1848. [2], 107 pp. [JL.961]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-982/1

Medhurst, W.H. A dissertation on the theology of the Chinese, ... Shanghai, 1847. 280 pp. [JL.780]
Information on "spiritual and invisible beings" and a supreme deity collected from Chinese sources. "Idols" were less worshipped than spirits, and neo-Confucianism had little effect on popular religion.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-872/1

Medhurst, W.H. An inquiry into the proper mode of rendering the word God in translating the sacred scriptures into the Chinese language. Shanghai, 1848. [2], 170 pp. [JL.956]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-979/1

Medhurst, W.H. Memorial addressed to the British and foreign Bible Society on a new version of the Chinese Scriptures. Hackney, 1836. 44 pp. [JL.958]
Problems of the translation of the Bible into Chinese, Greek, Hebrew idioms, etc. An idiomatic, as opposed to a literal translation might lack divine inspiration.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-980/1

Medhurst, W.H. On the true meaning of the word Shin, ... Shanghai, 1849. [2], 88 pp. [JL.960]
The Chinese word shin (i.e. shen, spirit), in a vast array of quotations in the 18th c. thesaurus, P'ei-wen yin-fu. Medhurst explores its uses in neo-Confucianist philosophy, popular religion, etc.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-981/1

Medhurst, W.H. Reply to the essay of Dr. Boone on the proper rendering of the words [Elohim, incorrecly set up in Hebrew] and [Theos, in Greek] into the Chinese language. Canton, 1848. [2], 107 pp. [JL.961]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-982/1

Morrison, R. A discourse, delivered at Hoxton Academy Chapel, February 6, 1825. London, 1825. 38 pp. [JL.968]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-985/1

Morrison, R. Lectures on the sayings of Jesus. Malacca, 1832. [6], 421 pp. [JL.966]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-986/1

Morrison, R. Memoirs of the Rev. William Milne, ... Malacca, 1824. [4], viii, 231 pp. [JL.930]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-956/1

Morrison, R. A parting memorial; consisting of miscellaneous discourses, written and preached in China; at Singapore, on board ship at sea, ... London, 1826. vi, 411 pp. [JL.931]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-957/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-958/1

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-939/1

Neumann, C.F. The catechism of the Shames; or, the laws and regulations of the priesthood of Buddha, in China. London, 1831. xxi, [2], 35-152 pp. [JL.781]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-873/1
Nouvelles des missions orientales, reçues à Londres ... en 1793-1796. Londres, 1797. [2], xii, 319 pp. [JL.829]
Contains correspondence from the Tongkin, Cochinchina and China missions. Those from China came from Szechuan, dated 1793-1795.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-905/1

Nouvelles lettres édifiantes des missions de la Chine et des Indes Orientales. Paris, 1818-1823. 8 vols. [JL.830]
45 microfiche
Order no. LHT-906/1

Open China! An appeal to the British and American churches on the question, is China open to the gospels? London, 1834. 16 pp. [JL.935]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-960/1

The origin of the first protestant mission to China, and history of the events ... London, 1842. [4], ii, 10-116 pp. [JL.936]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-961/1

Ossorio, J.C. Memorial Apologetico. Al Exc.mo Señor Conde de Villa-Humbrosa ... Madrid, 1676. [2], 152 pp. [JL.831]
Sharp and lengthy attack on P. Domingo Navarette’s Tradados historicos, ethicos, y religios de la monarquia de China.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-907/1

* Pantoja, D. de. A letter ... to Father Luys de Guzman ... written in Paquin ... 1602. (Purchas, S. His Pilgrimes. London, 1625-1626, V.3). [JL.832]
Account of the entry of certain fathers of the Order no. LHT-676/1 mf. 16
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-676/1 mf. 16

Pantoja, D. de. Relatione dell’ entrata’ d’alcuni padri ... Roma, 1607. 88 pp. [JL.833]
Account of the entry of certain fathers of the Company of Jesus into China, their experiences and observation of Chinese matters. Letters to his superior in Toledo of a Spanish Jesuit. In China from 1597 till he was exiled in 1617. Observation of Peking, Nanking, Canton, etc. Dated Peking, 1602.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-908/1

Philip, R. The life and opinions of the Rev. William Milne ... London, 1840. [6], 488 pp. [JL.937]
3 vols in one. [JL.970]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-990/1

By Central Asia is meant China. The author sees the opium trade as an obstacle to missionary work.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-963/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-949/1

Illustration from:
The travelling Barge of Van-ta-zhin.

Propagation of the Gospel in the East: being an account of the success of two Danish missionaries ... London, 1718. 3 vols in one. [JL.970]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-990/1

Raccolta di varie principali scritture ... Sopra la controversia delle Idolatrie e Superstizioni della Chinesa ... Colonnia, 1700. [4], 240 pp. [JL.919]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-946/1

Recueil des Pieces des Differens de Missieurs des Missions Etrangères, et des religieux de l’ordre de S. Dominique, ... Cologne, 1700. 178 pp. [JL.900]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-943/1

* Reflections upon the idolatry of the Jews, and other affairs to religion in China. (Osborne, T. A collection of voyages and travels ... London, 1745. V.2). [JL.869]
3 vols. [JL.970]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-676/1 mf. 16

* Réflexions générales sur la lettre ... touchant les cérémonies Chinoises. N.p., 1700. 21 pp. [JL.920]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-947/1

Rémusat, J.P.A. Le livre des récompenses et des peines, ... Paris, 1816. [4], 79 pp. [JL.783]
2 microfiche
Order no. LCH-827/2

Réponse à la lettre de messieurs des missions étrangères, au Pape, sur les ceremonies chinoises. N.p., [1700]. [2], 159 pp. [JL.917]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-945/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-964/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-965/1

Rho, G. Lettere ... Doppò la sua partenza di Lisbona per la Cina, che fu alli 6. d’Aprile 1618. Milano, 1620. 30 pp. [JL.834]
Letters to his father and brother.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-909/1

Rielli, M. De christiania expeditione apud Sinas ... Augustae Vind., 1615. [12], 646, [10] pp. [JL.836]
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-910/1

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 136-140

Rielli, M. Histoire de l'expedition christienne au Royaume de la Chine ... Lille, 1617. [12], 559, [5] pp. [JL.838]
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-911/1

Ripa, M. Memoirs ... during thirteen years residence at the court of Peking ... London, 1844. viii, 160 pp. [JL.842]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-912/1

Ripa, M. Storia della fondazione della congregazione e det Collegio de' Cinesi ... Napoli, 1832. 3 vols. [JL.843]
17 microfiche
Order no. LHT-913/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-931/1
Sande, E. de. De missione legatorum Iaponium ad Romanam curiam, ... Macao, 1590. [8], 412, [24] pp. [JL.844] Printed in Macao in the house of the Society of Jesus. According to Dehegerne 741 the work was really compiled by Valignano; Sande, his superior, merely made some revisions to the text. It consists of material from diaries of missionaries to Japan written up as dialogues and translated into Latin. 5 microfiche

Order no. LHT-914/1


Order no. LHT-915/1

Schall von Bell, J.A. Historia relatio de ordinis progressu fidei orthodoxae in Regno Chinensi ... Ed.2. Ratisbona, 1672, [14], 393, [29] pp. [JL.846] 4 microfiche

Order no. LHT-916/1


Order no. LHT-876/1

Sendtschreiben auss den weltberührten Landschaften China, Japon un India, ... Dillingen, 1589. [10], 211 pp. [JL.847] 3 microfiche

Order no. LHT-917/1

A Short Account of the Declaration, Given by the Chinese Emperor Kam Hii, In the Year 1700. London, 1703. [28], 71 pp. [JL.874] Signed by Anthony Thomas, Vice Provincial of China and nine other priests of the Society of Jesus. The point was to avoid imposing doctrines dogmatically on the Chinese state and great clans, that is, not, so to speak, to “Frenchify” China. Worse still, drastic action against missions might be provoked. 2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-932/1

Smith, G. Report on Hong Kong, more especially in reference to missionary facilities there and in the contiguous parts of Canton province. London, 1845. 28 pp. [JL.941] 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-966/1

Smith, G. Second report on China, in reference to the operations of the church missionary society in that country. London, 1845. 16 pp. [JL.942] 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-967/1

Staunton, G.T. An inquiry into the proper mode of rendering the word “God” ... into the Chinese language. London, 1849. [4], 67 pp. [JL.972] 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-991/1

Stevens, E. Address to seamen ... 1833. 8 pp. [JL.973] Expanded on p. 1 to Address to Masters, Officers and Sailors in the Port of Canton. Dated 1833. Contains a brief note on the organization of a ship’s crew, quoted without acknowledgement from Gutzlaff’s Journal of a residence in Siam. 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-992/1

Stronach, J. The blessedness of those who die in the Lord ... Singapore, 1843. 35 pp. [JL.974] 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-993/1

Synodus Vicariatus Suchtuenses habita in districtu civilitatis Tong King Theou anno 1803. Romae, 1822. [2], 168 pp. [JL.849] 2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-918/1

Thompson and R. Philip. The star of China; or, the imperial edict, in its political, commercial, and religious bearings on protestant and popish missions. London, 1845. [4], 36 pp. [JL.850] Firm resolution of qualms at accepting the opportunity provided by the edict of tolerance got from China by the French. The philosophers supported the Jesuit effort because it was a way of ruining Christianity. Fortunately, China was not converted to “Popery”. 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-919/1

[Tiberge, L.]. Lettre de messieurs des missions étrangères au Pape. Sur le decret de sa Sainteté rendu en 1704 ... Paris, 1710. 214 pp. [JL.875] Issued from the Seminaire des Missions Etrangeres, Paris, 1710. Text of the 12th edition, lacking the last page, a reading list. Despite the eccentric pagination, the work is complete. On the Jesuit last stand over the Rites controversy. 1 microfiche

Order no. LHT-933/1


Order no. LHT-968/1

Tomlin, J. Missionary journals and letters, written during eleven years' residence and travels amongst the Chinese, Siamese, Javanese, Khassias, and other eastern nations. London, 1844. xxiv, 384, [4] pp. [JL.944] Travels from 1826-1832, mainly among immigrant Chinese. e.g. in the Malacca tin-mines. Saw the feats of British arms as having weakened Mohammedans and heathens and opened the way to conversion, far more important than trade. 5 microfiche

Order no. LHTM-194/1

Trigault, N. Litterae Societatis Jesu e Regno Sinarum ... Antverpiae, 1615. 227, [1] pp. [JL.852] Letters of 1610 and 1611 from Jesuits in China to the Director General, edited by Trigault. 3 microfiche

Order no. LHT-921/1


Order no. LHT-934/1


Order no. LA-271/2 mt. 82-83


Order no. LHT-935/1

V. *Visdelou, C. de. Monument de la religion chrétienne, trouvé par hasard dans la ville de Si-ngnan-fu (f), métropole de la province de Xensi en Chine. (Herbelot de Molainville, B. d'. Bibliothèque Orientale ... Maestricht, 1776-1780. Suren.1). [JL.785] 2 microfiche

Order no. LHT-567/1 mt. 32-33


Order no. LHT-994/1
16. Language

Amiot, J.J.M. Dictionnaire Tartare-Manchou Françoise... Paris, 1789-1790. 3 vols. [JL.1068]
Amiot’s dictionary was based on a Manchu-Chinese glossary, Manju isabaee bihe (1751). Langlée translated this Latin version into French, with additions. A 4th vol. of appendices, announced as V3 in the preface, was never issued.
18 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1069/1

8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1014/1

8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1062/1

Brollo, B. de Glemona. Dictionnaire chinois, français et latin... Paris, 1813. 2 vols. [JL.1057]
22 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1042/1

13 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1043/1

Printed in Paris by the publishers. Prospectus for a projected Chinese-English dictionary. On the wrapper, in Chinese, are the words Han-wen tsung-su, compendium of the Chinese language.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1044/1

Callery, J.M. Systema phoneticum scripturarum sinicae. Macao, 1841. 2 pts. [JL.1008]
Missing: titlepage.
8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1015/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1070/1

* Cibot, P.M. Essai sur la langue et les caractères des Chinois. (Mémoires concernant l’histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V8). [JL.977]
Essay on the language and written characters of the Chinese. Not a technical treatise but a general consideration of their roles in China and their interest for the West.
8 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 83-86, 97-100

* Cibot, P.M. Essai sur le passage de l’écriture hiéroglyphique à l’écriture alphabétique... (Mémoire concernant l’histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V8). [JL.976]
Discussion on the development of hieroglyphics into alphabetic script and its relation to the characters of a tonal language like Chinese.
1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 83

[Cibot, P.M.]. Lettre de Pekin, sur le génie de la langue Chinoise, et la nature de leur Ecriture symbolique, comparée avec celle des anciens Egyptiens; leur Ecriture symbolique, comparée avec celle des anciens Egyptiens...(Mémoires concernant l’histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V1). [JL.981]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-995/1

* [Cibot, P.M.]. Lettre sur les caractères chinois... ce 20 octobre 1764. (Mémoires concernant l’histoire, les sciences... des Chinois... Paris, 1776-1783. V1). [JL.980]
2 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 7-8

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-996/1

Csoma de Köros, A Essay towards a dictionary, Tibetan and English. Calcutta, 1834. xviii, [4], 351 pp. [JL.1070]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1071/1

Csoma de Köros, A. A grammar of the Tibetan language, in English. Calcutta, 1834. xii, 204, 40 pp. [JL.1071]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-3065/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1063/1

Endlicher, S. Anfangsgrände der chinesischen Grammatik. Wien, 1845. xxiv, 376 pp. [JL.1010]
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1016/1

11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1017/1

Fourmont, S. Meditationes Sinicae... Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1738. xxvi, 152 pp. [JL.983]
Chinese meditations (a) on the nature of language (b) on Mandarin Chinese (c) on the nature of the Chinese script.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-998/1

Alphabet book in 100 languages, from which tender youth may acquire rapidly not only German, Latin, French and Italian, but also the majority of Oriental languages. Includes Chinese and Manchu words.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1034/1

World guide to languages, alphabets, and the Lord’s Prayer in these languages. The author evidently extended his ambitions from educative to universalist in his enlarged edition. Large number of inserted pages of Asian scripts. At some point, Benjamin Schultze, who wrote a supporting preface, took over the compilation. Fritz became his assistant, according to a manuscript note in the 1769 edition.
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1035/1

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1073/1

Gonçalves, J.A. Arte China constante de alphaco e grammatica... Macao, 1829. [2], viii, 502, 46, [2] pp. [JL.1012]
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1018/1

Gonçalves, J.A. Dicionario Chino-Portuguez. Macao, 1833. v, [1], 1028, 126 pp. [JL.1041]
14 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1045/1

Gonçalves, J.A. Dicionario Portuguez-China... Macao, 1831. [2], iv, 572 pp. [JL.1042]
10 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1046/1

Gonçalves, J.A. Grammatica latina ad usum sinensium juvenum. N.p., 1828. [2], 232 pp. [JL.1013]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1019/1
**Gonçalves, J.A. Lexicon magnum Latino-Sinicum ... Macao, 1841. iv, 779 pp. [JL1043] 14 microfiche**  
Order no. LHT-1047/1

**Gonçalves, J.A. Lexicon manuale Latino-Sinicum ... Macao, 1839. vii, 498 pp. [JL1044] 6 microfiche**  
Order no. LHT-1048/1

**Gonçalves, J.A. Vocabularium Latino-Sinicum. Macao, 1836. [4], 246 pp. [JL1045] 3 microfiche**  
Order no. LHT-1049/1

Reply to Montucci’s *Remarques philologiques sur les voyages en Chine de M. de Guignes* (1809), largely dealing with alleged spelling mistakes.  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1050/1

**Hager, G. Monument de Yu, ou la plus ancienne inscription de la Chine; suivie de trente-deux formes d’anciens caractères chinois, ... Paris, 1802. [JL987]**  
2 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-999/1

**Happart, G. Dictionary of the Favoriag dialect of the Formosan language. Batavia, 1840. 383 pp. [JL1073]**  
According to the preface it was a manuscript in the archives of the Church Council in Batavia. The Dutch “employed every effort to spread the Gospel ... not only from religious but political motives, thinking by this means to bind the natives more closely to their rulers.” It was also thought that the local language was likely to become important.  
4 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1074/1

**Humboldt, W. von. Lettre à M. Abel-Rémusat, sur la nature des formes grammaticales en général ... de la langue chinoise, ... Paris, 1827. viii, 122 pp. [JL988]**  
2 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1000/1

Order no. LHT-1021/1

**Julien, S. Exercices pratiques d’analyse, de syntaxe et de lexicographie chinoise. Paris, 1842. xviii, 270 pp. [JL1016]**  
A powerful counter-broadside directed against Pauthier’s critique of the author’s translation of Hsiian-ssang on India. Pauthier was therefore the object of the “Practical exercises of analysis, syntax and Chinese lexicography, etc.” It was supplemented by an equally lengthy “Critical examination of some pages of Chinese relative to India”.  
4 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1022/1

**Julien, S. Vindicae philologicae in linguam sinicam. Parisiis, 1830. 23 pp. [JL989]**  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1001/1

**Kidd, S. Lecture on the nature and structure of the Chinese language, ... London, 1838. 37 pp. [JL990]**  
Theory that the Chinese language was invented, and that its inventors were intellectually limited through not having Revelation. An inferior language at the moment, until China is converted, and abandons its despotic government.  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1002/1

Order no. LHT-1075/1

**Klaproth, J.H. Dernier mot sur le dictionnaire chinois du Dr. R. Morrison. Paris, 1830. 32 pp. [JL1047]**  
Corrections to Morrison’s dictionary. Klaproth criticized him for having relied too heavily on the dictionary of Basile de Glemona.  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1051/1

**Klaproth, J.H. Supplément au dictionnaire chinois-latín du P. Basile de Glemona ... Paris, 1819. 168 ff. [JL1048]**  
Vast polemical tract dealing with alleged errors in *De Guignes’ Chinese-Latin dictionary*, the suppression of the name of Basile de Glemona, whose work was the essential basis, and the omission of everyday language.  
5 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1052/1

**Kowalewski, J.S. Mongol’skaya khrestomatiya ... Kazan, 1836-1837. 2 vols. [JL1075]**  
Anthology of Mongol texts, with notes.  
14 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1076/1

**Langlès, L.M. Alphabet Manchou, rédigé d’après le syllabaire et le dictionnaire universel de cette langue. Ed. 3. Paris, 1807. xv, [1], 208 pp. [JL1076]**  
Manchu alphabet, edited according to the syllabary and universal dictionary of that language of 1. Langlès. The Manchu fount used for the text was a simplified one sponsored by Langlès.  
5 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1053/1

**Lanjuinais, J.D. Notice de l’ouvrage intitulé: Alphabet Manchouch ... Paris, 1808. 31 pp. [JL1077]**  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1078/1

**Legge, J. A lexiogloss of the English, Malay, and Chinese languages ... Malacca, 1841. 111 pp. [JL1049]**  
2 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1053/1

**Leont’ev, A.L. Lettres sur la littérature Mandchou, ... Paris, 1815. [2], iii, [1], 72 pp. [JL1078]**  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1079/1

**Meadows, T.T. Translations from the Manchu, with the original texts; prefaced by an essay on the language. Canton, 1849. viii, 54, 24 pp. [JL1079]**  
Facing title page, a title page in Chinese and Manchu. Followed by the Manchu texts, block printed in the Chinese style.  
2 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1080/1

**Medhurst, W.I. Chinese and English dictionary; containing all the words in the chinese imperial dictionary, arranged according to the radicals. Batavia, 1842-1843. 2 vols. [JL1050]**  
18 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1054/1

**Medhurst, W.I. Chinese dialogues, questions and familiar sentences, literally rendered into English, ... Shangae, 1844. viii, 287 pp. [JL1021]**  
Preface states it was the first European work printed in Shanghai. Ink ran short, hence a substitute had to be produced locally.  
4 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1026/1

**Medhurst, W.I. A dictionary of the Hok-Kêen dialect of the Chinese language. According to the reading and colloquial idioms: Containing about 12,000 characters, ... Macao, 1832. ivx, 860 pp. [JL1062]**  
Sponsored by the East India Co., whose fount was used, and by subscription when its charter expired in 1834. The Advertisement was dated 1837, when the actual printing ended. According to Medhurst himself, he was never in China, his contacts were with dialect speaking emigrants. He appears to have got his illustrative material from the K’ang-hsi dictionary, and apparently had no informant. The result is often a strange mixture.  
16 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1064/1

**Le Lettre du Reverend Père ***** ... de Canton, le 16 avril [1761]. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V24). [JL992]**  
Written in late 1761. Somewhat baffled by the Chinese language and the examination system.  
1 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-571/1 mt. 130

Missing pp. 7-14.  
2 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1023/1

**Marshman, J. Elements of Chinese grammar ... Serampore, 1814. xvi, vii, 2, 566, 56 pp. [JL1020]**  
Thesis that the grammar of language should be looked for in the “purest works” (Confucian classics) rather than in conversation. Denied that any secondary Chinese material on grammar existed. The title *Clavis Sinica* is not on the title-page.  
12 microfiche  
Order no. LHT-1024/1

**Père S. CLAVES IN THEOLOGICAE**, de la langue chinoise, ... Paris, 1842. xviii, 270 pp. [JL1021]**  
When the actual printing ended.

According to E. C. Bridgeman the English type was set up leaving gaps for Chinese characters. The impression was transferred to the stone when the characters were pencilled in.

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1020/1

Menzel, C. Sylloce minutiarum lexici Latino-Sinico-characteristici ... Norimbergae, 1685. [38] pp. [JL1053]

Latin-Chinese dictionary using the Jesuit manuscripts.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1056/1


De Guignes, in his reply to Montucci's letter impugning his Chinese, only disproved one of fifty alleged errors. He accused Montucci of literary scheming, libel, sophistry, etc. Montucci washed his hands of him.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1003/1

Montucci, A. ... being a parallel drawn between the two intended Chinese dictionaries; ... London, 1817. [8], 174 pp. [JL1055]

Unsolicited dedication to Staunton, stating 'I do not appear before you as a needy cringing scribbler craving your partiality and protection' but 'as to a judge in the literary contest I have not appear before you as a needy cringing scribbler craving your partiality and protection'.

* [Montucci, A.]. Remarques philologiques sur les voyages en Chine de M. de Guignes ... Paris, 1809. [2], 168 pp. [JL994]

Montucci, under his pseudonym Sinologus Berolinensis, expended 200 pp. over language errors in De Guignes, Voyages en Chine. Preceded by a laudatory letter written by his own dictionary was intended for beginners in Europe.

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1058/1

Montucci, A. De studii sinicis ... Berolini, 1808. [4], 27 pp. [JL1054]

Titlepage in Chinese opposite the Latin one, consisting of a paraphrase of the Latin in Chinese. Montucci had approached Staunton in 1804 about his projected Chinese dictionary. He printed Staunton's non-committal reply at the end.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1075/1

Montucci, A. The title-page reviewed. The characteristic merits of the Chinese language; ... London, 1801. 8, [1] pp. [JL995]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1005/1

Morrison, R.J. Dialogues and detached sentences in the Chinese language; with a free and verbal translation in English. Macao, 1816. viii, 262 pp. [JL1022]

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1027/1

Morrison, R. A dictionary of the Chinese Language in three parts ... Macao, 1815-1823. 3 parts in 6 vols. [JL1056]

Based on the K'ang-hsi dictionary, Roman Catholic manuscripts, Chinese informants, and wide reading. A very practical approach in many ways. He was aware that the K'ang-hsi dictionary ignored everyday language, and he opposed the "mythical" idea of the dictionary was loosely organized and formidably large. It is likely to be useful still for information on contemporary usage.

88 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1059/1


Morrison stated that his was the first practical grammar of Chinese in English.

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1028/1

Myers, T. An essay on the nature and structure of the Chinese language; ... London, 1825. 32 pp. [JL996]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1006/1

Parennin, D. Lettre ... à Messieurs de l'Académie des Sciences ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.19). [JL1080]

Letter announcing that he had, by order of the Chinese emperor, translated into Manchu works written by members of the French Academy of Sciences. Includes a discussion on Manchu with the emperor.

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 101-102


1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-510/1 mf. 21

* Parennin, D. Remarques sur la langue des Tartares Manchouches. (Du Halde, J.B. Description géographique ... de l'Empire de la Chine ... Paris, 1735. V.4). [JL1081]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-509/1 mf. 62


Essay on the origins and similar formation of the symbolic writings of the Chinese and Egyptians. Noteworthy for the striking virtuosity of the printer in setting up elegant texts in any Asian or African script that took Pauthier's fancy.

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1008/1


The Chinese written language is not ideographic (the pictorial element has long since disappeared) but lexicographic. Ideas, metaphors, etc. are in the language not in the writing. Du Poncet was sceptical about the alleged connections of Chinese with Egyptian writing.

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-997/1


6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1030/1

Prémare, J.H.M. de. The notitia linguae sinicae of Premare. Canton, 1847. [8], 328 pp. [JL1026]

Presentation copy from the translator to Lockhart. A collection of notes on the grammar, semantics, etc. both of colloquial and literary Chinese.

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1031/1

Rautenbach. E. Die chinesische Sprache in ihren Rechten als Sprache; ... Darmstadt, 1835. viii, 64 pp. [JL1000]

Comparative linguistic view of the Chinese language.

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1009/1


Elements of Chinese grammar, both of the literary language and of Mandarin.

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1032/1

Rémusat, J.P.A. Essai sur la langue et la littérature chinoises, ... Paris, Strasbourg, 181. V.4.). [JL1083]

5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1032/1

Rémusat, J.P.A. Recherches sur les langues Tartares, ... Paris, 1820. V.1. [JL1083]

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1033/1

Rochet, L. Manuel pratique de la langue chinoise vulgaire, ... Paris, 1846. xiv, 216 pp. [JL1029]

3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1032/1

Staunton, J. Remarks on the language of the Chinese. Serampore, 1828. 3 parts. [JL1063]

8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1065/1

Myers, T. An essay on the nature and structure of the Chinese language; ... London, 1825. 32 pp. [JL996]

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1006/1

Order no. LHT-1027/1

Order no. LHT-1010/1

Order no. LHT-1010/1

Order no. LHT-1008/1

Order no. LHT-1030/1

Order no. LHT-1009/1

Order no. LHT-1032/1

Order no. LHT-1032/1

Order no. LHT-1033/1

Order no. LHT-1033/1
17. Literature

Bazin, A.P.L. Le Pi-Pa-Ki, ou l'histoire du luth, drame chinois de Kao-Tong-Kia représenté à Peking, en 1404 ... Paris, 1841. xx, 275 pp. [JL.1109] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-1104/1

Bazin, A.P.L. Le siècle des Youën, ou tableau historique de la littérature chinoise ... Paris, 1850. 514 pp. [JL.1088] 5 microfiche Order no. LHT-1085/1

Boettger, A. ... oder die blutige Rache einer jungen Frau. Leipzig, 1847. 111 pp. [JL.1095] Translation of Robert Thom's Wang Keaou Lwan Pih Neen Chang Han, or the last revenge of Miss Keaou Lwan Wang. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-1091/1


"Verbiest, F.]. Elementa linguæ tartaricae. (Thévenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux ... Paris, 1696. V.2). [JL.1086] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-682/1 mf. 29

A vocabulary of the Hok-Kéen dialect ... N.p., 1838. 36, 96, [20] pp. [JL.1066] 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-1067/1

Webb, D. Some reasons for thinking, that the Greek language was borrowed from the Chinese: ... London, 1787. vi, 74 pp. [JL.1004] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-1011/1

Webb, J. The antiquity of China, ... London, 1678. [8], 212, [1] pp. [JL.1006] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-1012/1

Webb, J. An historical essay ... That the language of the empire of China is the primitive language. London, 1669. [8], 212, [1] pp. [JL.1005] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-1013/1

Weston, S. ... A small collection of Chinese characters ... London, 1812. 27 pts. [JL.1036] Weston relied on Jesuit material for Mandarin and Cantonese, but, without a teacher or the flair of a Wyle, his results are curious and picturesque rather than useful. 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-1041/1

Williams, S.W. Easy lessons in Chinese: or progressive exercises to facilitate the study of that language especially adapted to the Canton dialect. Macao, 1842. [6], ix, 287 pp. [JL.1067] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-1068/1

Williams, S.W. An English and Chinese vocabulary, in the court dialect. Macao, 1844. [8], xxxvii, 433 pp. [JL.1058] 6 microfiche Order no. LHT-1061/1

Schmidt, I.J. Grammatik der tibetischen Sprache, ... Spb., Leipzig, 1839. xiii, 318, [2] pp. [JL.1084] 4 microfiche Order no. LHT-1083/1

Schmidt, I.J. Tibetsko-Russky slovar' ... Spb., 1843. xi, [1], 765 pp. [JL.1085] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-1084/1


Shaoou, T. The English and Chinese student's assistant, ... Malacca, 1826. [4], 102 pp. [JL.1032] The writer had been an interpreter in connection with Sino-Russian negotiations in Peking. 2 microfiche Order no. LHT-1037/1

Siebold, P.F. von. Lui Ho, sive vocabularium sinense in Kôraïanum conversum, ... Lugduni Batavorum, 1838. [2], 10, 8, [20] pp. [JL.1057] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-1060/1

Thom, R. The Chinese speaker ... Ningpo, 1846. [102 pp. [JL.1034] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-1039/1

Thom, R. Esop's fables; ... Singapore, 1843. 2 pts. [JL.1064] 1 microfiche Order no. LHT-1066/1

Varo, F. Arte de la lengua Mandarina ... Canton, 1703. 99, 10 pp. [JL.1035] 3 microfiche Order no. LHT-1040/1

Davis, J.F. Chinese novels, ... The shadow in the water. The twin sisters. The three dedicated chambers. London, 1843. [4], 250 pp. [JL1096]
Translation of three stories from an anthology of Li Yü, Shih-erh lou. 3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1092/1

Davis, J.F. Chinese novels, ... to which are added proverbs and moral maxims, ... London, 1822. [4], 250 pp. [JL1097]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1093/1

Davis, J.F. The fortunate union, a romance, ... London, 1829. 2 vols. [JL1098]
A copy of the titlepage of a late 18th century Chinese edition is inserted before the titlepage. Translation of a late Ming novel, which had a remarkable vogue among foreigners in the early 19th century. The Chinese tragedy is a Yuan opera, the Han Koong Tsew. 7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1094/1

Davis, J.F. Han Koong Tsew, or the sorrows of Hän: ... London, 1829. viii, [4], 18 pp. [JL1111]
Translation of the libretro of a Yuan opera (Han Kung ch'iu) by Ma Chih-yên (died after 1321-3), together with a lithographed handwritten copy of the Chinese preface. 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1106/1

Davis, J.F. San-Yu-Low: or the three dedicated rooms. Canton, 1815. 56 pp. [JL1099]
Translation of a story from an anthology by Li Yü, the Shih-erh lou. 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1095/1

6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1096/1

Julien, S. Blanche et bleue, ou les deux couleuvres-fées; ... Paris, 1834. 326 pp. [JL1101]
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1097/1

Julien, S. Hoël-Lan-Ki, ou l'histoire du Cercle de Craie, ... London, 1832. xxiii, [2], 149, 8 pp. [JL1114]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1108/1

Julien, S. Tchao-Chi-Kou-Eul, ou l'Orphelin de la Chine, ... Paris, 1834. xxxii, 352 pp. [JL1115]
Translation of a libretro of a Yuan opera Chao-shih ku-erh by Chi Ch'ün-liiang in the Ming anthology Yuan-jen pai-chung, with relevant historical material, and transl. of stories en poems. 5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1109/1

Kurz, H. Ueber einige der neuesten Leistungen in der chinesischen Litteratur ... Paris, 1830. 19 pp. [JL1089]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1086/1

By 'popular' was meant 'books which are most generally read by the people of the vast empire of China, and regarded as the elements of morals and liberal knowledge.' Solomon extracts from Confucian, Buddhist, etc. tracts. 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1087/1

L'Orfano cinese dramma per musica ... Venezia, 1787. [2], 76 pp. [JL1116]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1110/1

8 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1098/1

Thom, R. ... or the lasting resentment of Miss Keaou Iwan Wang, ... Canton, 1839. viii, 66 pp. [JL1103]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1099/1

4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1100/1

6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1101/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1089/1

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1102/1

Minute pamphlet evidently published for a circle of Sinophile friends. On pink dyed paper, probably of Chinese origin. It contains the text (written by a Chinese), a free translation, etc. 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1090/1

Wilkinson, J. Hau Kiaou Choaan or the pleasing history. London, 1761. 4 vols. [JL1107]
According to the introduction, the translation dated 1719 was made by an English merchant, James Wilkinson in Canton. Percy revised the draft for grammar only, and read a good deal for the notes on the text. Chinese poems in the book were translated from Du Halde and the like, and an article on Chinese poetry by Freret added. The original draft was completed by a Portuguese, and this supplement was translated by Percy, too. 14 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1103/1

18. Arts, Architecture

2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1111/1

* Amiot, J.J.P. De la musique des Chinois, tant anciens que modernes. (Mémoire concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V6). [JL1134]
7 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mt. 61-67

* Amiot, J.J.P. Lettre à Pekin, ce 17 octobre 1754. (Lettres édiéantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V. 23). [JL1119]
Letter containing details on the activities of the artist Attiret. 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 125

Attiret, J.D. Lettre ... à Pekin, le 1 novembre 1743. (Lettres édiéantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.22). [JL1121]
Description of the Impériale Palace in Peking. 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 121

Based on sketches and measurements made by Chambers in Canton. 3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1112/1

Chambers, W. A dissertation on oriental gardening; ... Ed.2. London, 1772. [4], xi, [1], 13-163 pp. [JL1125]
3 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1061/1
19. Sciences

* Amiot, J.J.P. Remarques critiques sur l'art militaire des Chinois. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V7). [JL.1136] 10 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 71-80

* Amiot, J.J.P. Supplément à l'art militaire des Chinois. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V8). [JL.1137] 2 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 87-88

  Order no. LHT-1134/1

Ball, S. An account of the cultivation and manufacture of tea in China: derived from personal observation during an official residence in that country from 1804 to 1826; ... London, 1848. 382, [1] pp. [JL.1229] 5 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1148/1

Bayer, G.S. De horis sinicis ... Petropoli, [1735]. [10], 32 pp. [JL.1138]
Introduction to Chinese methods of indicating time, the cycles, etc. With parallel terms in other East Asian languages.
  1 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1117/1

Biot, E.C. Recherches sur l'ancienne astronomie chinoise; ... [Paris, 1840]. 98 pp. [JL.1140] 2 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1118/1

* Boytn, M.P. Flora sinensis or traité des fleurs, des plantes et des animaux particuliers à la Chine. (Thévenot, M. Relations de divers voyages curieux ... Paris, 1696. V1). [JL.1167] 1 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-682/1 mf. 15

* Boytn, M.P. Specimen medicinae sinicae; ... Francisci, 1682. [4], 47, 99, [7], 54, [2], 16 pp. [JL.1138]
Abstracts of works by Wang Shu-ho and other Chinese medical writers, dealing with the pulse, symptoms of diseases, etc. According to the Dict. of Med. of China, p. 21, the descriptions of drugs were Boytn's own contribution.
  3 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1126/1

A brief account of an ophthalmic institution during the years 1827, 1828, 1830, 1831 and 1832. Macao, 1834. 56 pp. [JL.1184] 1 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1127/1

China-Medical-Chirurgical Society.

Transactions of the China-Medical-Chirurgical Society, for the years 1845-1846.

Chinese Hospital (Shanghai). Report of the Chinese Hospital, at Shanghai; ... See: Report of the Chinese Hospital, at Shanghai, ... Chinese Hospital (Shanghai). Statement regarding the building of the Chinese Hospital at Shanghai; ... See: Statement regarding the building of the Chinese Hospital at Shanghai, ... 

* Cibot, P.M. Armoise. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V5). [JL.1192]
The medical uses of artemisia.
  1 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 60

* Cibot, P.M. Notice du Cong-fou des bonzes Tao-sée. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V4). [JL.1189]
Note on the medical value of Taoist exercises.
  1 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 48

Cibot, P.M. Quelques compositions & recettes pratiquées chez les Chinois ... (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V4). [JL.1143]
Recipes and devices collected orally or from Chinese books for a variety of handicraft, agricultural, domestic purposes.
  1 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 9

* Cibot, P.M. Sur les pierres de Yu. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V1). [JL.1144] 1 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 9

* Cibot, P.M. Sur les vers à soie sauvage. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V2). [JL.1167]
On silkworms producing wild silk, and their possibilities for acculturation in France.
  2 microfiche
  Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 25-26

  Order no. LHT-572/1 mf. 22

No title page.
  1 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1133/1

Colledge, T.R., Parker, P. and E.C. Bridgman. Suggestions for the formation of a Medical Missionary Society, offered to the consideration of all christian nations, more especially to the kindred nations of England and the United States of America. Canton, 1836. 17 pp. [JL.1193] 1 microfiche
  Order no. LHT-1132/1
* De la petite vérole. (Mémoires concernant l’histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V.4). [JL.1195]
Written by a Chinese (Aloys Kao?) On small-pox, together with an abstract of a current work on the subject. Pfister (p. 895) states that it was written by Cibot. Internal evidence suggests that this is unlikely.
1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 47


Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society. Meeting of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society, ... See: Meeting of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society, ... 

1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1135/1

Ekeberg, C.G. Précis historique de l'économie rurale des chinois, ... Milan, 1771. 47 pp. [JL.1235]
According to the preface, originally issued in Stockholm, 1757. Probably from the Milan edition of Osebeck. A voyage to China. Largely a description of current agriculture in the Canton area, with notes on crops, animals, fish, etc. Ekeberg was in China for 15 months.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1150/1

* Entrecolles, F.X. Lettre ... A Pekin, le 11 mai 1726. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.20). [JL.1202]
Letter dealing with smallpox.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 105

* Entrecolles, F.X. Lettre ... ce 8 octobre 1736. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.22). [JL.1180]
Botanical letter from a French Jesuit, with notes on plant products.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 118

Letter to Du Halde on inoculation by the Chinese.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-572/1 mf. 24

* Entrecolles, F.X. Lettre ... le 19 d'Octobre 1720. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.19). [JL.1149]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 100

First report of the Glasgow Association in aid of Chinese medical missions. [Hackney], 1846. 19 pp. [JL.1203]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1137/1

The first report of the Medical Missionary Society's hospital at Macao. Canton, 1838. 12 pp. [JL.1212]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1143/1

Fortune, R. Three years' wanderings in the Northern Provinces of China, including a visit to the sea, silk, and cotton countries, ... London, 1847. xiv, 406, 16 pp. [JL.1236]
Very “Europo-centric” apart from his botanical pursuits. Description also of commercial gardenplant nurseries in Shanghai. Travels, 1843-1845, in Kwangtung, Fukien, the Chekiang coast and Shanghai. He collected for the Horticultural Society of London.
5 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1151/1

* Gaubil, A. Histoire de l'astronomie chinoise, depuis le commencement de la monarchie chinoise, jusqu'à l'an 206 avant Jésus-Christ. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.26).
32 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 141-144


Summary of a statement given at a meeting held in Hackney. No title page.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1138/1

* Guignetes, C.L.J. de. Planisphere celeste, chinois, ... Paris, 1782. 76 pp., map. [JL.1153]
Chinese celestial planisphere, with notes, alphabetic catalogue of stars, also of comets observed from B.C. 613 to A.D. 1222 from Chinese sources.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1199/1


Hobson, A. A general report of the hospital at Kum-Le-Fau, in Canton. Canton, 1850. 51 pp. [JL.1206]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1140/1

Hobson, B. Substance of an address ... at a meeting of the Friends of the Chinese Association, in aid of the Medical Missionary Society in China. Hackney, 1846. 8 pp. [JL.1207]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1141/1

The Hospital reports of the Medical Missionary Society in China for the year 1839. [Canton], 1840. 22 pp. [JL.1213]
Consists largely of Dr Peter Parker's Tenth Report of the Ophthalmic Hospital, Canton.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1144/1

Hsi, Kuang-ch'i. Dissertation on the silk-manufacture, and the cultivation of the mulberry, ... Shanghai, 1849. [2], 108, [16] pp. [JL.1237]
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1152/1

Iakinth, A. Zemledelie v Kitae, ... Sph., 1844. xii, 100 pp. [JL.1238]
Agriculture in China. Illustrations, with descriptions, of 72 tools, taken from a Chinese source.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1153/1

* Jartoux, P. Lettre ... (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V.18). [JL.1208]
Letters dated Peking, 1712, containing a note on ginseng. Illustration of the plant.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 94

Julien, S. Resume des principaux traités chinois sur la culture des mûriers, ... Paris, 1837. xii, [1], 224 pp. [JL.1239]
3 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1154/1

K'ang-Hsi. Observations de physique & d'histoire naturelle de l'empereur Kang-hi. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V.4). [JL.1240]
2 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1002/2 mf. 48-49

Reply to a letter of Humboldt of Jan. 1834, containing a discussion on the world knowledge of magnetism in connection with Chinese knowledge of it, and their south pointing chariot.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1120/1

London Genuine Tea Company. The history of the tea plant; from the sowing of the seed, to its package for the European market, ... London, 1820. vii, 9-60 pp. [JL.1248]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1155/1

Medical Missionary Society. The first report of the Medical Missionary Society's hospital at Macao. See: The first report of the Medical Missionary Society's hospital at Macao.

Medical Missionary Society. The Hospital reports of the Medical Missionary Society in China for the year 1839. See: The Hospital reports of the Medical Missionary Society in China ...
20. Handicraft industries

Anderson, J. Correspondence for the introduction of cochineal insects from America ... Madras, 1791. 78, 6 pp. [JL.1241] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1156/1

Breitkopf, J.G.I. Exemplum typographiae sinicae ... Lipsiae, 1789. [JL.1242] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1156/1

Order no. LHT-1158/1

British and Foreign Bible Society. A memoir of the Serampore Translations for 1813: ... 1815. 39, 4 pp. [JL.1244] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1159/1

Chaseau, J.G. Mémoire sur la cire d'arbre ... [JL.1245] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1157/1

Cibot, P.M. Serres chinoises. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V3). [JL.1247] 1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 37

Cibot, P.M. Description of the Chinese junk "Keying". London, 1848. 312 pp. [JL.1252] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1160/1

Parker, P. Statements respecting hospitals in China, preceded by a letter to John Abercrombie, ... Glasgow, 1842. 32 pp. [JL.1227] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1146/1

Order no. LHT-1145/1

Parennin, D. Lettre ... A Peking, ce 11 août 1730. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783. V21). [JL.1158] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 114-115

Parennin, D. Seconde lettre ... à Messieurs de l'Académie des Sciences. (Lettres édifiantes et curieuses ... Paris, 1780-1783, V19). [JL.1225] 1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-571/1 mf. 102

Order no. LHT-1125/1

Société, E. Observations mathématiques, astronomiques, géographiques, chronologiques et physiques, tirées des anciens livres chinois; ... Paris, 1729-1732. 3 vols. [JL.1159] 11 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1121/1
21. Hong Kong

Hong Kong Administration. Collection of Ordinances, 1844-1847. [JL.1264]
Missing: 1844 (1, 4, 5, 6, 15, 16); 1845 (10); 1847 (1, 3).
9 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1163/1

Stanton, VJ. Two sermons preached in the Cathedral of St. John, Victoria, Hongkong, on the 6th and 13th January, 1850, ... Hongkong, 1850. xxi, 41 pp. [JL.1267]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1165/1

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Specimen of the Chinese type belonging to the Chinese Mission ... in the U.S.A.
Macao, 1844. vi, [7], 41 pp. [JL1260]
Pamphlet in elegant pale green wrappers inspired by a rococo model. Printed in English at one end and Chinese at the other. The matrices were bought from Legrand in Paris, and the types cast in China. The mission was under the mistaken impression that theirs was the first type cast in China.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1162/1

* Requête à l'Empereur pour la cérémonie du Labourage. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V.3). [JL.1249]
Note on imperial ritual ploughing.
1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 38

* Teinture chinoise. (Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences ... des Chinois ... Paris, 1776-1783. V.5). [JL.1250]
1 microfiche
Order no. LCH-1003/2 mf. 60

Illustration from:
A Chinese comedian.
22. Chinese inspired works, Pastiches

[Argens, J.B. de Boyer]. Lettres chinoises; ou correspondance philosophique, historique et critique, ... La Haye, 1755. 6 vols. [JL.1268]
China a vehicle for a Philosophe. According to Cordier published originally 1739-1742. Put on the Index in 1742. It may have been written by Frederic II.
Missing: V. 2
17 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1166/1

A historical fiction with an east Asian decor.
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1168/1

La Balance Chinoise, ou lettres d'un Chinois lettré, sur l'éducation contenant un paral·lele de celle de la Chine avec celle de l'Europe. Amsterdam, Leipzig, 1763. xiii, 291 pp. [JL.1271]
A satyrical and sceptical piece directed against the idealizations of China.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1169/1

Barginet, A.P. Histoire véritable de Tchen-Tcheou-li, ... Paris, 1822. iv, 8-74 pp. [JL.1272]
The true history of Tchen-tcheou-li, a lettered Mandarin, chief minister and favourite of the emperor Tien-ki (i.e. the last Ming emperor 'Tien-ch'i), written by himself. According to Cordier, the item was in fact a camouflaged attack on a recently disgraced political figure and his administration. The publisher was eventually fined and jailed for his anti-royalist campaign.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1170/1

Fantasies, directed, according to the preface, against Chinese philosophers and Mohammedan precepts.
4 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1171/1

Ancient China, Neo-confucianism and the like as an inspiration and a springboard for a French medical man, historian and ultimately a philosophe and freethinker, in an enormous tome expounding a vast range of scientific, social theories, etc.
9 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1173/1

The foot of the title-page is trimmed off. Publication date was 1642. Roman à clef, dealing with the French nobility. Chinese flavour to it. Key to the characters on the last page.
6 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1172/1

L'Espion chinois, ou l'envoyé secret de la cour de Pekin, pour examiner l'état présent de l'Europe. Cologne, 1765. 4 vols. [JL.1276]
Chinese are encountered in a port and accompanied to Europe, where they are to make a tour of inspection. Device for satirizing Europe and opposing it to an idealized China.
Missing: V. 2
9 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1174/1

Goes, J.A. van der. Trazil, of overcompelt Sina. Amsterdam, 1685. [8], 78 pp. [JL.1269]
Published with his poetry, with a title-page of its own. Tragedy in verse on the theme of the Manchu conquest of China.
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1167/1

Fantasies, directed, according to the preface, against Chinese philosophers and Mohammedan precepts.
9 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1175/1

A satyrical and sceptical piece directed against the idealizations of China.
2 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1176/1

[Johnstone, C.J.]. The Pilgrim: or, a picture of life ... containing remarks upon the laws, customs, and manners of the English and other nations. London, [1775].
2 vols. [JL.1279]
Name of author and date (1775) from Laing's dictionary. Fashionable novel in letter form, full of pre-Romantic sentiment and 18th century rationalism. Signed Charles Johnston.
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1177/1

Levis, P.M.G. de. Les voyages de Kang-Hi ... Paris, 1810. 2 vols. [JL.1280]
Letters written by a Chinese, called Kang-hi, visiting Europe in advance (1910), the occasion for a Romantic and good humoured comparison of the European and Chinese scenes.
7 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1178/1

Mathias, T.J. The imperial epistle from Kien Long, emperor of China, to George the Third, king of Great Britain, etc., in the year 1794. Ed. 2. London, 1796. viii, 32 pp. [JL.1281]
1 microfiche
Order no. LHT-1179/1

De Reizende Chinees, op bevel en kosten van zyne Keizer. Amsterdam, 1727.
2 vols. [JL.1282]
Travels of an imaginary Chinese in Europe.
10 microfiche
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